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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This study examines and interprets the Romantic artist's 

view of his role in society and notes several inconsistencies 

between the realities perceived by the authorial conscious

ness and that of the reader. Starting with the beginning of 

the nineteenth century, artists became acutely self-con

scious; that is, they realized that they were engaged in the 

act of writing and creating an artificial world in their 

works. Prior to the rise of the big city, with its heteroge

nous public, writers of literature were primarily people of 

leisure who wrote for other people of leisure, their readers. 

With industrialization, a new class of readership emerged: 

the middle class, which did not necessarily have the same 

upbringing and interests as the aristocracy. Consumers of 

literature thus became a heterogenous, difficult-to-please 

group, and eventually some of the authors themselves came 

from this public. At this point, writers became more aware 

that they wrote with a particular reader in mind who did not 

necessarily correspond to any certain member or segment of 

the public. On the other hand, many works, such as Die Lei

den des jungen Werthers by the German author Johann Wolfgang 

von Goethe, became bestsellers. This discrepancy between the 

readership and the ideal reader can be seen as a matter of 

necessity: authors had to earn a living, so they wrote for a 
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projected reader while appealing to many actual ones. They 

still tried, however to convince the reader of certain 

ideologies. Authors strove to draw the reader into their 

worlds and accept their values as valid. Because of several 

similarities in the values held dear by the authorial con

sciousness in Nikolai Gogol's "Portret" and E.T.A. Hoffmann's 

"Der Sandmann," these two tales are appropriate for compar

ison. The purpose of this comparison is to determine what a 

Romantic artist's self-perceived role in society is. The 

Romantic artist and his ideals, as they are portrayed in the 

two stories, is the topic of the first chapter of this study. 

The two authors of the respective tales were from two differ

ent cultures; their lifespans overlapped by only thirteen 

years, yet they had a similar outlook on the ideal qualifica

tions of a Romantic artist. These qualifications can be 

divided into three categories: exoticism, wordsmithing, and 

uniqueness, also called genius. 

Portraying the extraordinary and the ordinary in an ex

traordinary manner was one of the chief goals of Romanticism. 

The settings of many tales, poems, and artworks were thus in 

exotic, distant and mysterious lands. Foreigners and travel

ers also figured prominently in Romantic tales. In both 

"Portret" and "Der Sandmann," there are foreigners: the sub

ject of the portrait, and the optician Coppola, a man from 

the Piedmont. Also important to the reading public's taste 

was the ability to tell a good story. No longer would a:. 



ordinary tale do: there must be some sort of surprising twist 

at the end of the tale, some "angle." The disappearance of 

the portrait at the end of "Portret" and Nathanael's relapse 

into madness in "Der Sandmann" are two typical examples of a 

surprise ending. Finally, above all, it behooved a Romantic 

artist to be uniquely gifted. Artists saw themselves as di

vinely qualified, able to bridge the gap between ordinary 

mortals and inspiration, yet misunderstood by their public. 

Gogol' wrote of the poet's unique existence: "Like a silent 

monk, the poet lives in the world without being part of it, 

and his pure innocent soul communes only with God."^ It is 

primarily this view of the poet, as portrayed by the narra

tive voices in the two tales, that this study will treat. 

The narrative voice in both stories is self-conscious: it is 

keenly aware that writing does not occur in a vacuum. There 

must be an audience to receive the wisdom which the narrator 

felt he dispensed. Naturally, the narrators wished to pre

sent to their readership the superiority of Romantic artistry 

over the ordinary, everyday world. Therefore, the authors 

required readers who would be inclined to lend a sympathetic 

ear to their lament on the supposedly sad state of affairs 

between the role of the artist and the insensitive public's 

lack of appreciation of his talents. It was, after all, this 

very public upon which artists were dependent for their 

livelihoods. If artists failed to please their public, they 

might find it difficult to make even a poor living; the term 



"starving artist" originated only after the patronage system 

became obsolete and artists became increasingly self-em

ployed. As artists saw it, this potentially poor relation

ship between them and the public could in no way be their 

fault; the only obvious solution was that the public was 

blind to true artistry. At the same time. Romantic artists 

were not impervious to the fact that the value system of 

their public, from which they felt alienated, nevertheless 

contained many elements with which they agreed. Because 

Romantic artists were rooted in the same ideological system 

as the rest of their society, they shared fundamental beliefs 

of what was good and proper or bad and unnecessary. A major 

exception, of course, was the worth society placed upon the 

necessity and talent of Romantic artists. Artist saw the 

main point of contention between themselves and society as 

the relative value it placed on their special gift, that of 

being the most able member of society to transcend the ordi

nary. They therefore ignored many of the taboos and idiosyn-

cracies peculiar to their culture or regarded those values 

which did not immediately concern themselves as immoral, un

necessary or perhaps too redundant for the narrative voices 

to treat in their works. An example of an "unmentionable" 

held in common by "Der Sandmann" and "Portret" is the subor

dinate position and role of women in the male-dominated 

society of the 19th century. At the time these tales were 

written, the artist/poet and the readership were in agreement 



that women were the "weaker sex." As such, women would not 

be capable of exercising their rights, in society's opinion, 

so they were given fewer. Also, the qualities which charac

terized "good" and "bad" people were seen as self-evident; 

for example, people who lend money for profit (usury) are 

"evil," especially if they have piercing eyes and Asiatic 

features. In short, the major deviation in the value system, 

as far as Romantic artists were concerned, was the unequal 

ratio between the appreciation they received from society and 

the art they provided. The consciousness projected by both 

Gogol' and Hoffmann emphasizes their shared view that it was 

a tragic state of affairs to keep artists dependent on the 

public; that is, artists should not have to rely on their 

ability to entertain a fickle audience in order to live 

comfortably. 

The second chapter of this study deals with the topic of 

what happens to the fictional Romantic artist when he "low

ers" his standards to the point where he tries to please the 

moneyed, paying public rather than holding his own convic

tions on what constitutes Art. Both of these stories, in 

fact, deal with the problems encountered by artists who tried 

to cater to a crudely materialistic society. Because the 

artist was unsatisfied by his real public, he invented an 

ideal reader. Both the authorial consciousness and the pro

jected reader for whom he wrote had a similar ideological 

mooring, spoke the same language, and shared the same outlook 



on life. The author targeted a specific, idealized, and 

abstract audience which possessed exactly the same values as 

he did. This ideal reader, called by Wolfgang Iser an "im

plied reader," is an abstraction which always subscribes to 

the theory that the author's values are valid. Because the 

implied reader agrees with the principles the authorial con

sciousness presents, he is ready to absorb any lesson this 

consciousness wishes to teach him.^ Because the implied 

reader is a projection of the author, an ideal case, he al

ways blithely follows and meekly accepts the cues which the 

authorial consciousness feeds him. The author's job is sim

ply to build a story around the moral which he finds neces

sary to teach. Thus the relationship between the implied 

reader and the author is simple and complete. There is a 

flaw, however, in this otherwise closed system: authors do 

not write in a vacuum--their audience is made up solely of 

actual readers—and all actual readers change values as times 

change. In the nearly two centuries that have passed,in 

fact, many of the "truths" held dear by Romantics have 

changed considerably and the actual reader of today, as op

posed to the implied reader, finds difficulty in accepting 

them. Any narrative, in fact, will have different interpre

tations from different readers, both within the same time 

period and during different eras. The same story which pre

sented a rich, sensible, unified world to an earlier reaaer 

may be seen, from a later reader's point of view, as contain 
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ing misconceptions and outright disruptions in the narrative. 

Modern readers unfamiliar with the views of the Romantic pe

riod, for example, may find the entire system which relegated 

women to second-class citizenry misguided at best and may 

also have difficulty perceiving people who have different 

values from themselves as inferiors. In other words, an ac

tual reader of the late 20th century could conceivably glean 

a different interpretation than that which the authorial con

sciousness encoded in the text. At this point, the question 

could be asked whether the reading of a text by anyone other 

than the implied reader is valid. The answer is definitely 

yes; according to Terry Eagleton, no text is objective and no 

meaning is immanent. Experiencing what a "text 'does' to 

us, . . .is actually a matter of what we do to it, a question 

of interpretation; the object of critical attention is the 

structure of the reader's experience, not any 'objective' 

structure to be found in the work itself,"-^ If a work may 

have a valid interpretation when an actual reader reads it, 

then the reader can expect to find inconsistencies in the 

model of the universe which the author created. The discrep

ancies between what the actual reader expects from the text 

and what the authorial consciousness intended for the reader 

to glean from his tale are called narrative gaps. As might 

be expected, neither "Portret" nor "Der Sandmann" are based 

in the culture of the current actual readership: both of 

these tales were written during the first half of the 19th 
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century by Romantic authors whose narratives reflect their 

society's biases and culture which have changed over time. 

Therefore, points of each story in which narrative gaps are 

obvious tend to undermine the values affirmed in the rest of 

the tale. As a result of the narrative gaps, the validity of 

the lesson the authorial consciousness wishes to teach the 

reader is called into question. The last chapter locates 

these "holes" in the narration and examines how their exis

tence creates problems in the credibility of the text as a 

whole. 

Nikolai Vasilievich Gogol' (1809-1852) lived and wrote 

during the latter part of the Romantic era of Russian litera

ture. During the period 1829-1847, he wrote the bulk of his 

works, including "Portret", one of his most fantastic stories 

situated in and around St. Petersburg (originally published 

1835, revised and republished in Collected Works, 1842). The 

protagonist of "Portret" is a young artist, Chartkov (Chert-

kov in the original version), who is forced to choose between 

wealth and the realization of his talent. Gogol' was extre

mely religious, even fanatically so, at the end of his life. 

He developed clearly defined ideas of the optimal state of 

the soul of the artist; that is, he felt he knew exactly what 

behaviors an artist should exhibit to reflect his spiritual 

condition. In fact, the major difference between the two 

versions of "Portret" can be traced to this development: in 

the first version of the tale, the portrait referred to in 



the title of the piece is that of an old moneylender who has 

put a fifty-year curse of bad luck on his portrait. The end 

of this tale coincides with the fiftieth anniversary of the 

portrait and its loss of power—in fact, the portrait fades 

into a rather mediocre landscape and the world is saved from 

the influence of "evil." The 1842 revision, however, gives 

the diabolical portrait a life of its own and apparently 

unstoppable power—even as the story of its production is 

being told, and the portrait is the center of attention, it 

somehow mysteriously disappears from an art auction and ap

parently goes on to wreak havoc in the life of yet another 

victim who was attracted to it. This portrait seems to have 

no limit, as far as its ability to curse is concerned, and 

the only way to overcome it is to cleanse ones soul. This 

obsession with self-purification was a favorite concern of 

Gogol's. In the latter years of his life, there was no room 

for ambiguity, as far as spirituality was concerned; every

thing was either black or white. Gogol' therefore portrayed 

the artist as a person who had only two options: he could 

either serve the world, gain ephemeral fame, and betray his 

art, or he could use his talents to serve God, be misunder

stood, and die peacefully, knowing that he has done justly. 

The tale "Portret" is a study of two artists who took two op

posing paths and can be briefly summarized as follows: 

Chartkov, a poverty-stricken but talented art student, spends 

his last kopeks on a rather lurid portrait of an "Asiatic" 
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moneylender which he finds in a seedy shop in St. Petersburg; 

the picture simultaneously repulses and attracts him. After 

taking the portrait home, Chartkov is disturbed by the 

lifelikeness of the portrait's eyes, so he covers it with a 

sheet. He still has difficulty sleeping, and awakens several 

times, or imagines he does, with the portrait staring at him 

and even moving. In the last of his nightmares, Chartkov 

sees the moneylender in the portrait count his hoard and 

watches as the figure loses one of his rolls of money. 

Chartkov snatches this roll, hoping that the moneylender will 

not miss it, but the usurer does and eyes Chartkov suspi

ciously. He finally crawls back into his portrait, however, 

and this time Chartkov very definitely wakes up, still insol

vent. In the morning of this day, Chartkov's landlord and a 

policeman, who has come to assist the landlord, arrive either 

to collect Chartkov's rent or to evict him. The pair notices 

the portrait and the policeman manhandles it, crushing the 

frame. A roll of coins drops out of the broken frame, but 

before either the policeman or the landlord knows what has 

happened, Chartkov deftly pockets the roll, promises to pay 

his rent the next day, and escorts the two men out of his 

garret. Chartkov then buys new clothes, rents a fashionable 

studio apartment in an upper-class district of St. 

Petersburg, and advertises himself glowingly in the local 

newspaper. As a result, he attracts his first customer, 

Lise, the daughter of a society lady. Her mother accompanies 
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Lise in order to insure that her daughter's portrait will be 

done "correctly." Chartkov and the mother disagree about the 

definition of "correct" as it applies to Lise's portrait. 

The mother insists that the portrait of her daughter portray 

her as all other daughters of all society women should be 

painted: there should be no variation in pose, no idiosyn

cratic or irregular facial features, nothing stamping Lise as 

unique. There is, in the matron's opinion, already an ideal, 

and it is the duty of society women to look as much like the 

ideal as humanly and artistically possible. The lady clucks 

over the sallow color of her Lise as she begins to take shape 

on Chartkov's canvas, and she is unsatisfied with the facial 

blemish which the artist, painting as lifelike a portrait as 

he can, affixes to Lise's forehead. Chartkov, setting aside 

all his convictions, acquiesces completely to the mother's 

demands. Although the resulting portrait turns out well by 

the mother's criteria—it does not look too much like the 

subject!—Chartkov is disappointed that he did not have the 

opportunity to paint the way he really wanted to. Meanwhile, 

Lise's portrait has attracted much attention and acclaim in 

aristocratic circles and Chartkov, the newest attraction, is 

flooded with commissions for portraits. He learns to paint 

quickly, without reflection, and to cater to every whim of 

his wealthy patrons, Chartkov becomes wealthy and respected 

as he loses his talent for painting. The turning point of 

the first part of "Portret" occurs when Chartkov is called to 
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evaluate the artwork of a former classmate of his who 

struggled for years to perfect his ability. Chartkov sees 

genius in the other's work and rushes home to produce a simi

lar masterpiece. Unfortunately, his artistic spark has long 

since left him, so the artist becomes bitter, buys all the 

good paintings he can, and destroys them. After Chartkov's 

death, it is discovered that the artist spent every bit of 

his money in the destruction of priceless paintings and that 

he had lost both his talent and his financial reward. 

Part Two of the narrative begins some time after Chart

kov ' s death at an art auction where the usurer's portrait is 

for sale. In the midst of the proceedings, a young man in

troduces himself as the son of the artist who painted that 

particular portrait and tells its story. His father was an 

artist in the small city of Kolomna who did not put his tal

ent up for sale indiscriminately. He was surprised when the 

local moneylender arrived at his house and demanded to have 

his portrait painted, especially when the usurer informed the 

artist that he was dying but would continue to live if his 

portrait were completed quickly. The artist successfully 

rendered the usurer's "demonic" eyes but found himself unable 

to finish the portrait. He nevertheless gave the unfinished 

portrait to the usurer, who died a few days later. The 

moneylender's maid returned her master's portrait to the art

ist, who was thereafter incapable of creating religious art. 

Finally he could not bear having the portrait any longer and 



determined to destroy it. A friend prevented the destruction 

of the painting and asked to have it. Despite the artist's 

protests that the portrait was a thing of evil, the friend 

took it with him. At this point the artist's curse was 

lifted; he took religious vows, cleansed his soul, and began 

work on a Madonna and Child. The painter died a serene 

death, but before his demise, he informed his son of the 

moneylender's portrait and its seeming ability to curse its 

possessors with misfortune. At the end of the tale, which 

coincides with the fiftieth anniversary of the portrait's 

existence, it mysteriously vanishes from the auction showroom 

while the painter's son relates his tale. Someone surmises 

that the painting has been "stolen." 

Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann (1776-1822) was a late 

German Romantic and was concerned with the role of the artist 

in his prose. During Hoffmann's lifetime, the Kiinstler-

novelle^ or portrait of the artist, was already recognizable 

as its own subgenre. "Der Sandmann" is an example of this 

type of work. The narrator, himself an artist, has trouble 

finding just the right way to begin the story; he mentions 

three different beginnings for his tale, all of which he re

jected as not being dramatic or believable enough for his 

(implied) reader. The narrator finally decides to present 

the sad case of a student and poet named Nathanael through 

his own actions. This protagonist writes a letter to his 

friend and future brother-in-law Lothar. In it, he tells 
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Lothar a terrifying fairy tale about a bogeyman called the 

Sandman, about which his nurse told him when he was a child. 

With childlike logic, Nathanael deduced that this wicked im

aginary character was really the lawyer Coppelius, who hated, 

and was hated by, Nathanael and his sister. Nathanael final

ly mustered enough courage to hide in his father's laboratory 

one night when the Sandman/Coppelius came and was frightened 

by what he saw. It seemed to him that his father was an un

willing accomplice to diabolical alchemical experiments which 

Coppelius demanded, especially in the building of a mechan

ical being (a robot). Nathanael's hiding place behind the 

curtains of the room was discovered by Coppelius, who sugges

ted that Nathanael's eyes should be used to complete the 

robot. The father refused and Nathanael fainted in terror. 

Later, Nathanael's father died in a laboratory explosion 

which coincided with the last night Coppelius was to visit 

his home. Nathanael blamed his father's death on the lawyer 

and vowed revenge. The narrative at this point follows 

Nathanael's subsequent activities. After reaching adulthood, 

at the outset of the tale, Nathanael studies physics under a 

certain Professor Spalanzani. While at his studies, Nathan

ael meets an unlicensed optician named Coppola, who bears a 

marked resemblance to the hated Coppelius and who tries to 

sell his wares to the student. Nathanael's letter ends at 

this point, and he sends it by mistake to his fiancee, Clara. 

She answers his letter and tells him that his childhood is 
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over and that his fantasies should be, too. Nathanael 

replies that Clara does not understand him and that the op

tician is really the Sandman, who has returned to haunt him. 

When he visits Clara, Nathanael seems to be obsessed by the 

Sandman; the figure occupies his every waking moment and he 

even writes a poem for Clara which details the Sandman's ex

ploits, especially a nightmare/fantasy in which the Sandman 

destroys Clara's eyes. She quickly tires of Nathanael's 

monomania, as she perceives it, he accuses her of utter in-

sensitivity and eventually relations are strained to such a 

point that Nathanael and Lothar prepare to duel over an 

insult to Clara (he calls her a "verdammtes Automat"). She 

stops the duel, however, and all is temporarily forgiven. On 

his return to his school, Nathanael finds that his lodgings 

have burned down, and he must take an apartment directly 

across from Professor Spalanzani's apartment. From his win

dow, Nathanael can see a beautiful but unmoving female figure 

in Spalanzani's window. Coppola comes again to sell his op

tical equipment and this time Nathanael chooses a small tele

scope in order to facilitate his "girl-watching." The figure 

takes on life even as Nathanael gazes at her. A few days 

later, Nathanael, among others, is invited to the coming-out 

party of Professor Spalanzani's daughter, Olimpia, whom no 

one has seen before, Nathanael, however, recognizes her 

immediately; she is the lovely female figure whom he saw 

through the telescope. While all the others at the party are 
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lukewarm in their praise of Olimpia's talents, Nathanael is 

unabashedly enthusiastic. He dances every dance with her and 

speaks to her of his love. He is finally ushered out by the 

professor. Nathanael promptly forgets everything about Clara 

and decides to ask Professor Spalanzani for Olimpia's hand. 

As he mounts the stairs to the professor's apartment, in 

order to propose, Nathanael overhears an argument between 

Spalanzani and Coppola which is very reminiscent of the one 

he heard between his father and Coppelius: namely, the two 

are fighting over a robot. Both claim inventor's privilege, 

and in the ensuing struggle, Coppola tears Olimpia from the 

professor's grasp and races down the stairs with her, 

Nathanael sees Olimpia's eyes on the floor of the Professor's 

apartment and goes insane. Only Clara's gentle care brings 

about Nathanael's recovery from insanity. After his cure, 

Nathanael, together with Clara and Lothar, stroll about in 

the city and decide to climb the tower of city hall and enjoy 

the view. While looking out across the marketplace, Clara 

notices a "funny gray bush" and asks Nathanael what it is. 

He pulls out the telescope, which Coppola sold him, in order 

to see the object, but instead his focus falls on Clara. 

Nathanael's insanity immediately returns and he tries to 

throw his fiancee off the top of the tower. Lothar saves 

Clara's life, and in the meantime, the lawyer Coppelius 

suddenly appears in the crowd in the marketplace. Nathanael 

sees him and, with a wild cry, leaps to his death from the 
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tower. Coppelius blends back into the crowd. Clara marries 

a wealthy farmer and lives happily ever after. 

Both "Portret" and "Der Sandmann" have been interpreted 

in a variety of manners and compared to many other Romantic 

prose works. By far the most common word used in previous 

scholarly work in conjunction with either tale, however, is 

the word "art" (Kunst, HCCKyCTBO) . Many of the interpreta

tions deal with the artist figures in the two stories, the 

supernatural components which figure in the narratives, the 

female characters, both human and man-made; some articles 

study the artistic life portrayed in the tales or the narra

tive techniques used in the two tales.^ The majority of the 

literature dealing with the topic of the Romantic artist as 

he appears in these two stories tends to employ a psychologi

cal approach. An example of this approach is Ursula 

Mahlendorf's article entitled "E.T.A. Hoffmann's The Sandman: 

The Fictional Psycho-Biography of a Romantic Poet," in which 

she portrays Nathanael as a prototype of the ideal Romantic 

artist who undergoes the upbringing which would produce a 

typical genius.5 While this is a valid interpretation, it 

does not sufficiently stress the point that Romantic artists 

saw their relationship with the ungrateful society in which 

they lived as inherently impossible. Similarly, "Portret" is 

seen by Heinrich Klempt as a struggle between art and life 

with no mention of the struggle between good and evil.^ 
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In previous literature on these two tales, the subjects 

of women and artificial figures are treated as a single idea: 

women as artifacts. Characters such as Clara, who is por

trayed as a living being and not as an artifact, are gener

ally ignored. The two society ladies who visit Chartkov in 

"Portret" were not mentioned in scholarly discourse. The 

four other female characters in "Der Sandmann," three of whom 

are living beings, are also ignored in previous literature. 

Clara is treated as an important character only in John 

Ellis' article "Clara, Nathanael and the Narrator: Interpret

ing Hoffmann's 'Der Sandmann.'""^ Clara was here portrayed as 

the only normal character in the entire Novelle and Nathanael 

was seen as an unusual creature who was unfit to live in any 

society, let alone her bourgeois one. In his explanation of 

the role of the narrator, Ellis offers some insights into the 

category of the architectonics of the works. 

Previous scholarly work on these two tales, "Portret" 

and "Der Sandmann" has dealt primarily with specific aspects 

of the individual works and no previous research has made a 

comparison of both stories. The present study combines the 

elements of the artist's life, the supernatural, the femi

nine, the artificial, society, and the artist's alienation 

from society. These elements make up the universe of the 

Romantic artist and present a sufficiently detailed portrait 

of the artist's self-perceived world during the first half of 

the nineteenth century. This study also notes those places 
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in which the didacticism of the authorial consciousness, 

while trying to demonstrate the validity its value system, 

weakens the ability of the entire tale to convince the actual 

reader of the correctness of its ideology. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE VOICE OF AUTHORITY 

Both in "Der Sandmann" and "Portret," the narrator 

serves as the omniscient voice of authority. This conscious

ness differs from that of any of the characters: a critic 

suggests that in "Der Sandmann," the "character. . .can never 

be aware of his comic condition; the narrator must always be 

conscious of it, but must never betray his consciousness of 

it."l The function of the narrator is to provide an "objec

tive, " "reliable" interpretation of the story, which serves 

as an example of how shabbily the Romantic artist is treated 

at the hands of society. According to Tatar: 

. . .only philosophers and artists (men set apart 
by reflective activity) have the power to construct 
their own doubles and to find amusement in the 
plight of that second self caught in mundane 
concerns . . . . 
The narrator of "Der Sandmann" is. . .endowed with 
this power to double himself. . . .He creates out 
of language and through reflection a second self,. 
. .a mirror that reflects the "Farbenglanz des 
inneren Bildes,"^ 

The idea that a narrator can serve as a mirror is just one of 

the characteristics of the Romantic artist in Hoffmann's and 

Gogol's treatment. They define him not only by his private 

thoughts and actions, but also by the ways in which he inter

acts with society. The most important characteristic which 

distinguishes the "true" artist from the imitator is his or 

her ability to illumine the most metaphysical of mirrors, 'he 
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soul. According to Nathaniel Hawthorne, it "is his gift—his 

proudest, but often a melancholy one—to see the inmost soul, 

and by a power indefinable even to himself, to make it glow 

or darken upon the canvas. . . ."3 The Romantic artist was 

required to have the spark of genius in order to qualify for 

the name, but even so, according to Shelley, the "most glori

ous poetry that has ever been communicated to the world is 

probably a feeble shadow of the original conceptions of the 

poet. "4 The ideal world of the artist tends toward reflec

tion—a know-thyself—which, at the beginning of the 

increasingly technocratic and pragmatic 19th century, was 

considered impractical. The age of Biirgerlichkeit had ar

rived, and Romantic artists saw their work take on a 

secondary, or perhaps even tertiary, importance in a world 

which suddenly considered them less than necessary. The nar

rator of "Der Sandmann" demonatrates the plight of the Roman

tic artist in a passage, in which Nathanael, the protagonist 

and artist (poet), tries to express his feelings about the 

Sandman to his fiancee, Clara: 

Nathanael, ganz enzurnt, daii Clara die Existenz des 
Damons nur in seinem eignen Innern statuiere, 
wollte dann hervorriicken mit der ganzen mystischen 
Lehre von Teufeln und grausen Machten, Clara brach 
aber verdriiBlich ab, indem sie irgend etwas 
Gleichgiiltiges dazwischen schob, zu Nathanaels 
nicht-geringem Arger. Der dachte kalten, unemp-
fanglichen Gemutern erschlieBen sich [nicht] solche 
tiefe Geheimnisse, ohne sich deutlich bewulit zu 
sein, daB er Clara eben zu solchen untergeordneten 
Naturen zahle, weshalb er nicht ablieB mit Ver-
suchen, sie in jene Geheimnisse einzuweihen. Am 
friihen Morgen, wenn Clara das Friihstuck bereiten 
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half, stand er bei ihr und las ihr aus allerlei 
mystischen Biichern vor, dafi Clara bat: "Aber 
lieber Nathanael, wenn ich dich nun das bose 
Prinzip schelten wollte, das feindlich auf meinen 
Kaffee wirkt?" (26-27) 

. . .Nathanael, quite angry because Clara would 
only grant the existence of the demon in his own 
mind, began to dilate at large upon the whole mys
tic doctrine of devils and awful powers, but Clara 
abruptly broke off the theme by making, to Nathan
ael's very great disgust, some quite commonplace 
remark. 

Such deep mysteries are sealed books to cold, 
unsusceptible characters, he thought, without its 
being clearly conscious to himself that he counted 
Clara among these inferior natures, and accordingly 
he did not remit his efforts to initiate her into 
these mysteries. In the morning, when she was 
helping to prepare breakfast, he would take his 
stand beside her, and read all sorts of mystic 
books to her, until she begged him—"But, my dear 
Nathanael, I shall have to scold you as the Evil 
Principle which exercises a fatal influence upon my 

coffee. . , (198) .5 

A critic says of this paragraph that Hoffmann establishes a 

"Neben- und Ineinander zweier Welten," a juxtaposition of the 

utilitarian bourgeouisie and the world of fantasy and imagi

nation. Not only is this division of reality interpretable 

from the point of view of sociology as an "ambivalente Werte-

welt," but it can be perceived from the societal situation of 

Germany in the early part of the 19th century. Aichinger 

notes also, "[so] betont etwa Hans Mayer sehr richtig die 

zentrale Bedeutung des Verhaltnisses von Kiinstler und Burger 

bei Hoffmann, das immer wieder im Thema der Kiinstlerliebe 

abgewandelt wird."^ 
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Gogol's narrator similarly demonstrates the sad case of 

the artist, the portrait painter Chartkov, at the hands of an 

"insensitive" society. His impracticality is evident when 

two wealthy and shallow ladies arrive to see his progress and 

the expected completion of the portrait of the daughter, 

Lise, for which she has posed on three different occasions. 

Lise's mother believes a "good" portrait painter should 

require one or perhaps two sessions: "OHa HStflBHAa TOABKO 

y^iHBAeHLe, HTO pa6oTa H^er Tax /IOATO, H npH6aBHAa, HTO CAH-

maAa, 6y;iT0 OH B ;iBa ceaHca oKaHHHBaeT coBepmeHHo nopTpeT' 

(95). "She merely expressed surprise that the artist was 

taking so long, and added that she had been told that he 

finished a portrait in two sittings" (533) .'̂  She has read 

Chartkov's advertisement about his portrait-painting ability 

in the newspaper, and comes to commission her daughter's por

trait. She wants the portrait to be good, but as Chartkov 

attempts to produce an image of Lise as he sees her, the 

mother objects to his color choices and the detail he uses in 

rendering Lise's face on canvas. Specifically, she believes 

that Chartkov is painting Lise too sallowly, and she defin

itely does not want the pimple on her daughter's forehead to 

be a permanent part of the portrait. Worst of all is the 

fact that, just as Chartkov is beginning to develop the 

picture to his satisfaction, it is three o'clock and the 

ladies' appointment for the day is over. As a result of this 

rather disheartening session, the painting degenerates into 
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an uninspired, trite portrait Chartkov is driven to despair 

until he takes up anold study he painted earlier, a painting 

of Psyche, and works Lise's unique features into it. On 

their next appointment with the painter, the ladies exclaim 

over the portrait of Lise as Psyche: 

B BĤ ie nCHXeH? Cest charmant!—CKasaAa MaTb, 
yAu6HyBinHCL, npH^eM yALi6HyAaci, TaK)Ke H Aom>.--}ie 
npaBjJia A H , L i se , Te6e 6oALme Bcero H ^ C T 6UTB 

H306pa»eH-HOft B BH^e IICHXeH? Q u e l l e i d e e 
d e i i c i e u s e ! Ho KaKafl pa6oTa! 3ToKoppe^)K. 
npH3Haiocb, fl ^HTaAa H cAHinaAa o Bac, HO a. ne snaAa, 
HTo y Bac TaKoft TaAaHT. Her, BH HenpeMenno ^OA:KHH 

HanHcaTB TaK^ce H C MOHH nopTpeT. (96) 

'As Psyche? Cest charmant! ' The mother said with 
a smile, and her daughter smiled too. 'Admit it, 
Lise. Doesn't it make you happy to be painted as 
Psyche rather than in any other way? Quelle idee 
deiicieuse! What art! It's a Correggio! I must 
admit that although I had of course read and heard 
of you, I never thought you had so much talent. 
You absolutely have to paint me too.' (534) 

Chartkov is not finished with the picture at this point, so 

he asks if he may touch it up. As he works, the mother 

watches anxiously, and the narrator notes that the painter is 

doing too good a job of painting Lise's individuality: 

Ho xy/ioyKKViK UOHHA, q r o onacentH 6HAH nacMOT 
)KeATH3HU, H yCHOKOHA HX, "̂ TO OH TOAbKO HpH^aCT 
6oAee 6AecKy H Bupa)KeHbfl rAasaM. A no cnpaBe^iAH-
BOCTH, eMy 6 U A 0 CAHUI-KOM COBeCTHO H XOTeAOCB XOTH 

cK0Ai>K0-HH6y;iB 6oAee npn^iaTb cxo^icTBa c opHPHHa-
AOM, Ad.6u He yKopHA ero KTo-HH6y;iL 6 peniHTeALHOM 
6eccTH,acTBe. H TO^IHO, nepTH 6Ae^Hoft ^leByniKH cTaAH 
HaKoney BHXO^IHTB acnee HC o6AHKa IIcHxeH. 

--ZIOBOABHO!—CKasaAa MaTL, HaMHHaBUiaH 60flTLCfl, 

qTo6u cxo;3CTBO He npH6AH3HA0CL HaKOHeî  y ^ e 
MepecHyp 6AH3KO (97) 
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But the artist realized that the mother was fearful 
lest he add yellow tones to the face, and he reas
sured them by saying that he wished only to add to 
the brilliance and expression of the eyes. In 
truth, however, he was quite ashamed, and he wanted 
to impart a little more likeness to the original so 
that he might not be accused of barefaced fraud 
and, indeed, at length the features of the pale 
young girl did appear more clearly in Psyche's 
face. "Enough," said the mother, becoming anxious 
that the resemblance might be too clearly 
expressed.(534) 

The artists in both stories do not appreciate that their 

sensibilities and inspirations are treated as any other com

modity; that they may be dictated to at the will of others, 

whom they regard as inferior to themselves in the judgment of 

art. Because they insist on preserving their artistic in

tegrity, the artists are perceived by society as "difficult" 

people, possessing the so-called "artistic temperament." 

Artists who do not compromise their art see themselves as 

people with a mission to depict the world around them in all 

of its complexity and mystery. Of paramount importance to 

Chartkov and Nathanael, both Romantic artists, are mirrors 

and reflection, eyes, which represent life and death, the 

feminine,the lofty ideals of Art and the artifacts produced 

by them, and the struggle between "good" and "evil." As will 

be shown below, these six ideas are interrelated. 

As previously noted, mirrors and reflection are consid

ered extremely important by Romantic artists, because the 

ability to reflect on oneself is the one characteristic that 

they have in common with philosophers. Philosophers are con

sidered important by artists because both have the ability, 
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in the artist's opinion, to transcend the everyday world of 

the average member of society. The philosopher, like the 

artist, has an extraordinary talent: both receive inspiration 

to a greater degree than ordinary people, and both therefore 

have the responsibility to share the priceless ability to 

reflect upon themselves. According to Tatar,the narrator of 

"Der Sandmann" "divides himself into two separate entities" 

when he begins reflecting on his tale: he becomes a self in 

the "real world," and a self which observes the "real" one.^ 

Reflecting on oneself is the main occupation and preoccupa

tion of Romantic artists, and this sets them apart from 

everyday society. They regard the production of artifacts 

(paintings, poems, etc.) as the process of mirroring their 

souls and the souls of their subjects: 

Ich und Kunst sind spiegelnde Flachen, denen alles 
Auiien ebenfalls zu Spiegeln wird. Das Ich im 
Spiegelkabinett birgt keinen wahrheitsverbiirgenden 
Traum und keinen Urgrund. Es kann nur visionar ein 
Gewunschtes schauen, um immer wieder zu erleben, dalb 
es sich darin verliert oder nur seinen eigenen 

Doppelganger erblickt.^ 

The Romantic artist relished this metaphysical mirroring of 

the self because he could achieve the impossible in ordinary 

life: a mirror with depth.^^ 

Die Kunst als Abspiegelung, als Ausdruck dieses 
zeitengehobenen Innersten ist folgerichtig auch 
gedacht als Wiederholung, als immer wiederkehrende 
Darstellung des Gleichen—als Spiegelbild des 
Kunstlers, der sich im Kunstwerk sein Doppel 
schafft. Das Ich vor und im Spiegel ist immer 
zwei, das Ich ist auch immer in Anderen—im 'Engel-
bild'—und im Kunstwerk. Darum sind die Kunst und 
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der Kiinstler in einem Raum von Spiegeln und 
Doppelungen gestellt.^ 

With his work of art, the tale, the authorial consciousness 

is able to project Doppelganger of his own: Nathanael, 

Chartkov and the portrait painter. The voice of authority 

can then portray his world vicariously through his double 

while allowing the projected character of the artist to act 

in his place. This series of doubles can produce an infinity 

of Doppelganger, much as two mirrors facing each other would 

produce an infinity of images of something placed between 

them. In the case of Nathanael, the artist, who is the dou

ble of the narrative voice, has his own double, Olimpia, a 

mechanized female doll. 

The feminine, as seen by the Romantic artist, was the 

mirror image of the masculine.-^-^ por example in W. F. 

Schlegel's poem "Narcissus," Narcissus falls in love with his 

reflection, which is actually the nymph who lives in the pool 

into which he gazes. In "Der Sandmann," Nathanael tells 

Olimpia after the ball at which he formally meets her, "Du 

tiefes Gemiit, in dem sich mein ganzes Sein spiegelt. " (37) 

Gazing and eyes themselves are important to the Romantic 

artist because eyes are not only the "mirrors of the soul," 

they are also windows into the soul. This means that the 

artist is capable of looking into the soul of another. 

Nathanael has the dubious honor of doing both activities at 

the same time, Holbeche points out that "on the literal 
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level of the plot, if Nathanael's eyes were Olimpia, then 

when he was gazing into her eyes, he was merely seeing him

self. On the metaphorical level, this is clearly an image 

for the psychological phenomenon of narcissism. "̂ -̂  The eyes 

of the characters are either living or lifeless, with, 

ironically, the most lifelike eyes belonging to the puppets 

and paintings: when the painter Chartkov sees the portrait of 

the usurer, he is so struck by the lifelikeness of the eyes 

in the portrait that he is awestruck: 

IIopTpeT, KasaAocB, 6 U A HO Kon^en; HO cHAa KHCTH 6LiAa 
pa3H-TeAbHa. Heo6HKHOBeHHee Bcero 6UAH rAasa: Ka3a-
AOCb, B HHX ynOTpe6HA BCIO CHAy KHCTH H Bce CTapa-
TeABHoe TnjaHHe cBoe xy;io«HHK. OHH npocTo rAfl;ieAH, 
TAfl̂ ieAH Ad^yme H3 caMoro nopTpera, xax 6y;iT0 pa3py-
man ero rapMOHHio CBoeio CTpaHHOio ^HBOCTBIO. Kor;ia 
nominee OH nopTpeT K ;iBepflM, euje CHAtnee rAfljueAH 
rAa3a. BneMaTAeHHe HOMTH TO )Ke npoH3BeAH OHH H B 

Hapoae. XeHUjHHa, ocTaHOBHBUiaflCfl no3aAH ero, 
BCKpHKHyAa: TAfl<aHT, rAfl/iHT/'--H nonflTHAacb Ha3a;i. 
KaKoe-TO nenpHHTHoe, nenoHHTHoe caMOMy ce6e 
^yBCTBo nonyBCTBOBaA OH H nocTaBHA nopTpeT Ha 
3eMAI0. (74) 

The portrait had apparently never been finished, 
but the strength of the artist's hand was amazing. 
The eyes were the most singular of all the fea
tures; it was apparent that the artist had used the 
full power of his brush and that all his care had 
been lavished on them. They seemed to glare, glare 
out of the portrait, destroying its harmony with 
their unnatural liveliness. When he carried the 
portrait to the door, the eyes glared with even 
more penetration, and the people before the shop 
were impressed almost the same way. A woman who 
was standing behind him cried, 'He looks at you, he 
looks!' and she drew back. Chartkov experienced a 
discomforting feeling, a feeling that was inexpli
cable, and he put the portrait down on the floor. 
(513) 
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Nathanael writes a poem for the skeptical Clara, a wild, gory 

tale of how Coppelius, the evil Sandmann of Nathanael's 

childhood, will destroy their happiness at the marriage al

tar. In the middle of this narrative, Clara interrupts him: 

"'. . .ich habe ja meine Augen, sieh mich doch nur an!'" (28) 

"Look at me, I have got my own eyes still." (199) After not

ing that "es ist der Tod, der mit Claras Augen ihn freundlich 

anschaut," (28) ". . .it was death whose gaze rested so 

kindly upon him," (199) Nathanael turns to the doll Olimpia, 

whose eyes appear to him, and only him, to be living. He 

mentions Olimpia's lifelikeness to his friend, Siegmund, who 

replies that he doesn't believe that Olimpia is real. 

Nathanael answers earnestly: 

Wohl mag euch, ihr kalten prosaischen Menschen, 
Olimpia unheimlich sein. Nur dem poetischen Gemiit 
entfaltet sich das gleich organisierte!—Nur mlr 
ging ihr Liebesblick auf und durchstrahlte Sinn und 
Gedanken, nur in Olimpias Liebe finde ich mein 
Selbst wieder. (39) 

You cold prosaic fellows may very well be afraid of 
her. It is only to its like that the poetically 
organized spirit unfolds itself. Upon me alone did 
her loving glances fall, and through my mind and 
thoughts alone did they radiate; and only in her 
love can I find my own self again. (208) 

As well as the characteristics of life and death, eyes 

have effects on artists: they can be a positive, neutral, or 

negative influence; that is, they can help, harm, or have no 

bearing on the artist and his goal of reflecting upon him

self. The first of the three possible effects, a positive 
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one, does not occur with great frequency in either of the two 

stories. 

The only eyes with originally no effect on the artist 

are those of Olimpia before Nathanael obtains a spy-glass 

from Coppola, the optics vendor. As he focuses the tele

scope on her, Nathanael perceives a change: 

—Nun erschaute Nathanael erst Olimpias wunderschon 
geformtes Gesicht. Nur die Augen schienen ihm gar 
seltsam starr und tot. Doch wie er immer scharfer 
und scharfer durch das Glas hinschaute, war es, als 
gingen in Olimpias Augen feuchte Mondesstrahlen 
auf. Es schien, als wenn nun erst die Sehkraft 
entziindet wiirde; immer lebendiger und lebendiger 
flammten die Blicke. Nathanael lag wie festge-
zaubert im Fenster, immer fort und fort die 
himmlisch-schone Olimpia betrachtend. (33) 

Now he saw for the first time the regular and 
exquisite beauty of her features. The eyes, how
ever, seemed to him to have a singular look of 
fixity and lifelessness. But as he continued to 
look closer and more carefully through the glass he 
fancied a light like humid moonbeams came into 
them. It seemed as if their power of vision was 
now being enkindled; their glances shone with ever-
increasing vivacity. 

Nathanael remained standing at the window as 
if glued to the spot by a wizard's spell, his gaze 
riveted unchangeably upon the divinely beautiful 
Olimpia. (203) 

Olimpia's eyes have a positive effect on Nathanael for a 

short time, but, like a drug, the "high" wears off and the 

negative effect begins. Tatar notes that "Nathanael believes 

that he has forfeited his own eyes to endow Olimpia with 

sight.. . ."^^ On the day on which Nathanael comes to ask 

Spalanzani, the professor, for his "daughter's" hand, he in

terrupts a vicious argument between Spalanzani and Coppola, 

who coincidentally are arguing about Olimpia's eyes, as well 
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as who should have credit for creating the doll and who 

should have custody of it. In the ensuing melee, Olimpia is 

torn apart and Nathanael, who had previously predicted almost 

the identical scene concerning Clara, goes insane: 

Nun sah Nathanael, wie ein Paar blutige Augen auf 
dem Boden liegen, ihn anstarrten, die ergriff 
Spalanzani mit der unverletzten Hand und warf sie 
nach ihm, daiJ sie seine Brust trafen. —Da packte 
ihn der Wahnsinn mit gliihenden Krallen und fuhr in 
sein Inneres hinein Sinn und Gedanken zerreiBend. 
(43) 

And now Nathanael saw a pair of bloody eyes lying 
on the floor staring at him; Spalanzani seized them 
with his uninjured hand and threw them at him, so 
that they hit his breast. 

Then madness dug her burning talons into 
Nathanael and swept down into his heart, rending 
his mind and thoughts to shreds. (211) 

The fight between Nathanael and Coppola for the "body" 

of Olimpia is also a struggle between "good," represented by 

the artist, the "true" creator, and "evil" or one who creates 

by exploiting others—the technocratic capitalist and the so

ciety which he represents. The fact that Coppelius/Coppola 

makes an appearance only when Nathanael is functioning nor

mally by his society's standards is of importance. Tatar 

notes that Nathanael has two threats looming on his horizon: 

. . .Nathanael himself never makes a connection 
between Clara and Coppelius. While Coppelius fig
ures as a threat to his external eye, Clara is seen 
as a threat to his inner eye—quite simply stated, 
to his power of imagination. Love and marriage to 
the staid Clara will deprive him of the power to 
see with his internal eye, however terrifying its 
sight.^5 
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The Romantic artist perceives the society in which he 

lives as one which is totally in opposition to all he strives 

for: as he is struggling to "improve" the world by con

tributing his thoughts and ideals to it, the rest of society 

is destroying the same world by refusing to consider the 

wealth of thoughts and ideals as important as material 

wealth. It also has absolutely no understanding or sympathy 

for his cause: that of being sensitive and creative. Klempt 

sees a perfect example of the insensitivity of the "world" in 

"Portret": 

Unter den vielen Betrachtern, die vor dem Bilder-
laden am Schtschukiner Hof stehen, ist nur einer, 
der die Seele eines Kiinstlers hat: der junge 
Tschartkoff. Aber er sieht wie die andern aus. Er 
gibt sich und redet und feilscht wie die andern. 
Er ist to onhe weiteres nicht zu erkennen als der, 
der er ist. Nur der Wissende, nur der, der durch 
alien auiieren Schein hindurchsehen kann, unter-
scheidet ihn von alien andern. Ebenso ist es mit 
den Bildern. Unter den vielen Olklecksereien steht 
verloren und unbeachtet das eine Kunstwerk: das 
Bildnis des seltsamen Asiaten. Niemand aber er-
kennt es als ein solches. Es wird behandelt und 
feilgeboten wie die andern. Nur das Auge des 
Kiinstlers erkennt es in seinem wahren Wert und 

sondert es aus.^^ 

These creative geniuses like Nathanael and Chartkov 

naturally suffer alienation as their sensitive natures are 

repeatedly rejected by this "intolerant," "narrow-minded" 

society. Hoffmann and Gogol' offer two different solutions 

for what they perceive as the intrinsic incompatibility 

between the Romantic artist and society. Hoffmann has his 

protagonist withdraw from society; Nathanael goes violently 
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insane and is institutionalized. Gogol's artist, on the 

other hand, betrays his genius in order to fit into societal 

conventions: 

. . .O^HH Tpe60BaA Ce5H H305pa3HTI> B CHALHOM, SHOprH-
MecKOM noBopoTe FOAOBH; ;ipyroft c no/iHflTLiMH KBepxy 
B;50XH0BeHHUMH rAa3aMH; rBap^eftcKHft nopy^HK Tpe6o-
BaA HenpeMenno, MTOSH B rAa3ax BH^en 6UA Mapc;. . . 
HaKoneg on iio6paACH, B MeM 6HAO iieAo, H y»c ne 
3 a T p y ^ H H A C f l HHCKOALKO. Zla^Ce H3 / IByX, T p e X CAOB 

cMeKaA Bnepe;i, KTO qeM xoTeA H3o6pa3HTi> ce6fl. KTO 
xoTeA Mapca, on B AHyo co6aA Mapca;. . . (98) 

. . .[One] insisted upon being painted with an 
energetic, masculine turn to his head; another on 
being painted with upturned and inspired eyes; a 
lieutenant of the guard insisted absolutely that 
Mars be visible in his eyes;. . .Finally he 
acquired the knack of it and no longer concerned 
himself with such questions. A word was sufficient 
to indicate to him how someone wanted a portrait 
painted. If a man insisted that Mars was to appear 
in his face. Mars appeared. . . (536) 

Both of these "solutions" have the same end result: the 

artist dies an untimely and unhappy death. 

The two narratives present artists capable of becoming 

the ideal, which to Gogol' was a producer of "true" art; that 

is, art not tainted by hedonism and material reward. Chart

kov ' s professor of art instructs him on the way in which one 

becomes an artist: "CMOTpH, KaK pa3 nonaiiemt B aHFAHftCKHft 

po;i. . . TenAH. 06;iyMHBaft BCflKyio panoTy, 6pocL n^eroALCTBo--

nycTL HX Ha6HpaioT ^ipyrne Aeuhm. TBoe OT Te6fl ne yft^ieT". (77) 

"Be careful that you do not become merely an imitator of the 

English school. , . .Be patient, devote yourself to every 

piece of work. Forget about fineries. Let others make 
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money; your own time will not fail to come." (516) 

Chartkov's downfall begins the day he buys the painting of 

the usurer. He loses patience and wants his reward (money) 

now. Although he is chilled by the eyes of the portrait even 

as he grumbles to himself about his insolvency, Chartkov 

nevertheless bravely goes on wishing for an immediate mater

ial reward for his labors. Through a bad dream, or perhaps a 

vision, and the coincidental manhandling of the portrait by a 

boorish policeman, Chartkov learns of a fortune hidden away 

in the picture's frame. With these 1000 gold coins, Chartkov 

establishes himself in society as a portrait painter and soon 

adopts all the shallowness of the society he paints. Later 

in life, the unfortunate Chartkov realizes how short he has 

fallen from his ideal, is enraged that he cannot recapture 

his creative genius, and uses his "ill-gotten gains," the 

money he has earned by "betraying" his profession, to avenge 

his frustration by destroying the genius of others. Chart

kov dies, the shell of the artist he could have been. 

"Der Sandmann," on the other hand, is definitely the 

story of the development (seen here as the rise and fall) of 

a Romantic artist deserving of the name. Mahlendorf writes: 

Hoffmann's theory and portrayal of artistic cre
ativity is many-faceted. By organizing his story 
around the symbol of the sand-man, Hoffmann makes 
the oedipal situation into a crucial factor in the 
artistic development throught childhood, adoles
cence, and into young adulthood. In following 
Nathanael's childhood memories we witness his ac
quisition of a storehouse of primary process 
images. Throughout his brief life, the oedipal 
complex remains the irritant which impels him 
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toward ego mastery by creation. During childhood 
Nathanael achieves this through play and adventure, 
during adulthood through poetry and physics. 
Hoffmann's artist is different from people around 
him by reason of his vulnerability to eruptions 
from the unconscious. This openness constitutes 
the childlikeness of the romantic artist. ̂"̂  

One of the factors which affected Nathanael's childhood was 

the evil figure of the Sandman, a bogeyman described by his 

nurse, whom the terrified boy equated with Coppelius, a 

lawyer who was disliked by the family. Although the years 

had passed, and the sharpness of childhood memories with 

them, Nathanael nevertheless recognizes instantly, as Evil 

personified, his Sandman in the guise of the optics vendor 

Coppola. Even so, Nathanael is enthralled by the thousands 

of "eyes" (mostly eyeglasses, telescopes, and the like) that 

Coppola sets before him, and even determines to buy one of 

the Italian's wares: 

'Tre Zechini—drei Dukat'--Nathanael hatten den 
Optikus rein vergessen, rasch zahlte er das Ver-
langte. 'Nick so?—skone Glas—skone Glas!' frug 
Coppola mit seiner widerwartigen heisern Stimme und 
dem hamischen Lacheln. 'Ja ja, ja!' erwiderte 
Nathanael verdrieiilich. 'Adieu, lieber Freund!'--
Coppola verlieB nicht ohne viele selfsame Seiten-
blicke auf Nathanael, das Zimmer. Er horte ihn auf 
der Treppe laut lachen. 'Nun ja', meinte Nathan
ael, 'er lacht mich aus, well ich ihm das kleine 

Perspektiv gewili zu teuer bezahlt habe — zu teuer 
bezahlt!'—Indem er diese Worte leise sprach, war 
es, als halle ein tiefer Todesseufzer grauenvoll 
durch das Zimmer, Nathanaels Atem stockte vor 
innerer Angst. (33) 

. . ."Tre zechini" (three ducats). Nathanael had 
completely forgotten the optician; he hastily paid 
the sum demanded. "Ain't 't? Fine-a glass? Fine-a 
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glass?" asked Coppola in his harsh unpleasant 
voice, smiling sardonically. "Yes, yes, yes," 
rejoined Nathanael impatiently; "adieu, my good 
friend." But Coppola did not leave the room with
out casting many peculiar side glances upon Nathan
ael; and the young student heard him laughing 
loudly on the stairs. "Ah well!" thought he, "he's 
laughing at me because I've paid him too much for 
this little perspective—because I've given him too 
much money—that's it." 

As he softly murmured these words he fancied 
he detected a gasping sigh as of a dying man steal
ing awfully through the room; his heart stopped 
beating with fear. (203-204) 

His artist's sense tells Nathanael that what he has just done 

will come back to haunt him, but he tells himself that Clara 

was right when she called him a "Geisterseher" and ignores 

the premonition he received. Naturally, this is the point of 

the story in which Nathanael's downfall begins; once 

Nathanael fixes his gaze on Olimpia and contemplates himself 

through her, he is doomed. As he turns gradually inward and 

his society loses all context for him, Nathanael becomes in

creasingly eccentric and finally becomes completely mad when 

his ideal, Olimpia is destroyed. Eventually he thinks that 

Clara is a mechanical doll, attempts to kill her, and finally 

hurls himself off the top of a tower. Society's utter cal

lousness is demonstrated by the fact that Nathanael's tragic 

story is held up as an example to avoid: 

Der Professor der Poesie und Beredsamkeit nahm eine 
Prise, klappte die Dose zu, rausperte sich und 
sprach feierlich: 'Hochzuverehrende Herren und 
Damen! merken Sie denn nicht, wo der Hase im 
Pfeffer liegt? Das Ganze ist eine Allegorie—eine 
fortgefiihrte Metapher! Sie verstehen mich!--
Sapienti sat!' (44) 
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The Professor of Poetry and Eloquence took a pinch 
of snuff, and, slapping the lid to and clearing his 
throat, said solemnly, 'My most honourable ladies 
and gentlemen, don't you see then where the rub is? 
The whole thing is an allegory, a continuous 
metaphor. You understand me? Sapienti sat.' (212) 

Probably the most blatant example of society's callousness, 

however, is Clara's extremely practical behavior after 

Nathanael's death. She refuses to pine away for her fiance 

the way she should have if she had had any sensitivity what

soever, according to the Romantic view: 

Nach mehreren Jahren will man in einer entfernten 
Gegend Clara gesehen haben, wie sie mit einem 
freundlichen Mann, Hand in Hand vor der Tiire eines 
schonen Landhauses saii und vor ihr zwei muntre 
Knaben spielten. Es ware daraus zu schlielien, daii 
Clara das ruhige hausliche Gliick noch fand, das 
ihrem heitern lebensdurstigen Sinn zusagte und das 
ihr der im Innern zerrissene Nathanael niemals 
hatte gewahren konnen. (47) 

Several years afterwards it was reported that, out
side the door of a pretty country house in a remote 
district, Clara had been seen sitting hand in hand 
with a pleasant gentleman, while two bright boys 
were playing at her feet. From this it may con
cluded that she eventually found that quiet 
domestic happiness which her cheerful, blithesome 
character required, and which Nathanael, with his 
tempest-tossed soul, could never have been able to 
give her. (214) 
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CHAPTER III 

THE PROTAGONIST FAILS THE TEST 

In both "Der Sandmann" and "Portret," there is a series 

of vitally important tests which the Romantic artist must 

take. These tests are imposed by society and involve a 

choice, made on the artist's part, of whether to follow the 

promptings of his own heart or those of society. In the case 

of the Romantics, society represents a form of rationality 

which refuses to accept any manifestations of sensitivity. 

Spirituality, in the sense of irrationality, is similarly 

deemed unnecessary by society. Emotions, creativity, and 

irrational thoughts fall into this "useless" category. 

Generally the artist is tested to determine if he will adopt 

a socially "correct" value system, no matter what its cost to 

the his self-worth or creative genius, or if he will alienate 

himself from society by rejecting all the values which it 

holds dear. Some observable behavior, such as pursuit of 

wealth or acceptance by a loved one, is the goal of the test. 

The opposite behaviors, rejection of wealth or rejection by 

friends and family, are considered marks of failure by soci

ety but are highly prized by the artists themselves. In the 

context of these tales, however, the artists encounter no-win 

situations. No matter what his choice, the results are the 

same—the artist dies an unnecessary and lonely death, under

stood neither by his society nor by "uncorrupted" artists. 

42 
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Although the net result is identical, the ways in which the 

artists are affected, the values they attempt to adopt, and 

the circumstances under which they are tested differ. This 

chapter will explore the events in the two stories and reac

tions these events elicit in Nathanael and Chartkov which 

lead to their respective demises. 

Nathanael, the protagonist of "Der Sandmann," is doomed 

from early childhood to be a misunderstood, socially awkward 

Romantic artist. He has phantasmagorical daydreams even as a 

boy, with a particular fixation on a childhood bogeyman, the 

Sandman. Because he has such a vivid imagination and sensi

tive nature, Nathanael is capable of being not only 

potentially a wonderful poet but also a very frightened, 

lonely little boy. Nathanael remembers acutely his intense 

fear and hatred for the Sandman in a letter to his friend 

Lothar: 

Graiilich malte sich nun im Inhern mir das Bild des 
grausamen Sandmanns aus; sowie es abends die Treppe 
heraufpolterte, zitterte ich vor Angst und Entset-
zen. Nichts als den unter Tranen hergestotterte 
Ruf: "Der Sandmann! der Sandmann!" konnte die Mut
ter aus mir herausbringen. Ich lief darauf in das 
Schlafzimmer, und wohl die ganze Nacht iiber qualte 
mich die fiirchterliche Erscheinung des Sand
manns ....Jahrelang dauerte das, und nicht bleicher 
wurde mir das Bild des grausigen Sandmanns. Sein 
Umgang mit dem Vater fing an meine Fantasie immer 
mehr und mehr zu beschaftigen: den Vater darum zu 
befragen hielt mich eine uniiberwindliche Scheu zu-
riick, aber selbst — selbst das Geheimnis zu erfor-
schen, den fabelhaften Sandmann zu sehen, dazu 
keimte mit den Jahren immer mehr die Lust in mir 
empor. Der Sandmann hatte mich auf die Bahn des 
Wunderbaren, Abenteuerlichen gebracht, das so schon 
leicht im kindlichen Gemiit sich einnistet . Nichts 
war mit lieber, als schauerliche Geschichten von 
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Kobolten, Hexen, Daumlingen u.s.w. zu horen oder zu 
lesen; aber obenan stand immer der Sandmannn, den 
ich in den seltsamsten, abscheulichsten Gestalten 
iiberall auf Tische, Schranke und Wande mit Kreide, 
Kohle, hinzeichnete. (10) 

After this I formed in my own mind a horrible pic
ture of the cruel Sand-man. When anything came 
blundering upstairs at night I trembled with fear 
and dismay; and all that my mother could get out of 
me were the stammered words "The Sand-man! the 
Sand-man!" whilst the tears coursed down my cheeks. 
Then I ran into my bedroom, and the whole night 
through tormented myself with the terrible 
apparition of the Sand-man. . . 

This went on for years, without my being able 
to accustom myself to this fearful apparition, 
without the image of the horrible Sand-man growing 
any fainter in my imagination. His intercourse 
with my father began to occupy my fancy ever more 
and more; I was restrained from asking my father 
about him by an unconquerable shyness; but as the 
years went on the desire waxed stronger and 
stronger within me to fathom the mystery myself and 
to see the fabulous Sand-man. He had been the 
means of disclosing to me the path of the wonderful 
and the adventurous, which so easily find lodgment 
in the mind of the child. I liked nothing better 
than to hear or read horrible stories of goblins, 
witches, dwarfs, and so on; but always at the head 
of them all stood the Sand-man, whose picture I 
scribbled in the most extraordinary and repulsive 
forms with both chalk and coal everywhere, on the 
tables, and cupboard doors, and walls. (185) 

As Nathanael approaches adulthood, he slowly forgets his 

childish fantasies and obsessions, although he has relapses 

every time he sees the lawyer Coppelius, and finally reaches 

the point where he is orthodox enough to court a young woman 

of middle-class sensibilities, Clara.-*• Unbeknownst to 

Nathanael, however, his sensitive, artistic, imaginative na

ture is not dead but merely dormant: all his childhood 

terrors are reawakened forcefully by an encounter with the 

oculist Coppola, who bears a resemblance to the lawyer: "Er 
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[Coppola] war anders gekleidet, aber Coppelius' Figur und 

Gesichtsziige sind zu tief in mein Innerstes eingepragt, als 

dali hier ein Irrtum moglich sein sollte" (17) . "He [Coppola] 

was differently dressed; but Coppelius's figure and features 

are too deeply impressed upon my mind for me to be capable of 

making a mistake in the matter" (190). Already the unfortu

nate Nathanael has failed his first test, the one set by 

society: he has been unable to bury the irrationality of his 

boyhood fantasies deep enough for them not to resurface upon 

the slightest provocation, and he has taken his bogeyman se

riously. Both of these failures are breaches of the societal 

norm, which is represented by Clara. In her reply to 

Nathanael, she deems such displays of irrationality as folly: 

Der fatale Wetterglashandler Giuseppe Coppola 
verfolgte mich auf Schritt und Tritt und beinahe 
schame ich mich, es zu gestehen, dai3 er selbst 
meinen gesunden, sonst so ruhigen Schlaf in aller
lei wunderlichen Traumgebilden zerstoren konnte. 
Doch bald, schon den andern Tag, hatte sich alles 
anders in mir gestaltet. Sei mir nur nicht bose, 
mein Inniggeliebter, wenn Lothar Dir etwa sagen 
mochte, daii ich trotz Deiner seltsamen Ahnung, 
Coppelius werde Dir etwas Boses antun, ganz heitern 
unbefangenen Sinnes bin, wie immer. 

Geradeheraus will ich es Dir nur gestehen, 
dafi), wie ich meine, alles Entsetzliche und Schreck-
liche, wovon Du sprichst, nur in Deinem Innern 
verging, die wahre wirkliche Auiienwelt aber daran 
wohl wenig teilhatte. (18) 

That horrid peddler Giuseppe Coppola followed me 
everywhere; and I am almost ashamed to confess it, 
but he was able to disturb my sleep, which is usu
ally sound and calm, with all sorts of wonderful 
dream shapes. But soon—the next day--I saw 
everything in a different light. Oh! do not be 
angry with me, my best beloved, if, despite your 
strange presentiment that Coppelius will do you 
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some mischief, Lothair tells you I am in quite as 
good spirits, and just the same as ever. 

I will frankly confess, it seems to me that 
all the horrors of which you speak, existed only in 
your own self, and that the real true outer world 
had but little to do with it. (191) 

Clara's views on the subject of imagination are meant to 

depict the "normal" view , that is, the view of the bourgeois 

society which surrounds Nathanael and demands his conformity. 

Clara is supposed to be a real person, an everywoman, with a 

typical disparaging attitude towards the "wunderlichen 

Traumgebilden." The narrator himself, in an authorial intru

sion designed to support the veracity of his story, takes 

pains to prove that not only is the tale true, but that he 

personally knows both Clara and Lothar. Hence, they are rep

resentatives of "average" society, with "average" ideas about 

phenomena which they do not understand or of which they do 

not partake . Clara's reaction to Nathanael's vision, inci

dentally, is typical of a middle-class reaction which assumes 

that there is a rational explanation for everything: she 

loses a little sleep for a day or two, but all returns to 

normal relatively quickly. This is in stark contrast to 

Nathanael, who has been emotionally plagued by the Sandman 

for years. 

Allowing his emotions to run rampant is Nathanael's greatest 

failing, as far as society is concerned. He once again fails 

to approach a situation rationally when he falls in love with 

Olimpia, the mechanical doll who is the "daughter" of 

Professor Spalanzani, one of Nathanael's instructors. In 
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this case, Nathanael "finds" an invitation to the ball and 

becomes totally enraptured by Olimpia's talents—singing 

perfectly, playing the piano with precision, and dancing in 

exact rhythm. She also appreciates Nathanael's eloquence and 

declarations of love, which he pronounces to her on the night 

they meet. Had Nathanael been of the "rational" mind-set, he 

would have been much more cautious in his conduct towards 

anyone who had been able to master the performing arts as 

scientifically as Olimpia. His friend Siegmund points out 

that Olimpia was slightly too perfect for his pedestrian 

tastes: "Ihr Spiel, ihr Singen hat den unangenehm richtigen 

geistlosen Takt der singenden Maschine und ebenso ist ihr 

Tanz. Uns ist diese Olimpia ganz unheimlich geworden. . ." 

(39). "Her playing and singing have the disagreely perfect, 

but insensitive timing of a singing machine, and her dancing 

is the same. We felt quite afraid of this Olimpia. . ." 

(208). Olimpia's uncanny perfection is dangerous to Nathan

ael's retention of his artistry, as well, for he does not yet 

realize that a mere soulless machine lurks behind the 

dazzling front which Olimpia presents to him. Nathanael 

fails to see that Olimpia is metrically perfect but rhythmi

cally barren. She is unable to do anything more than repro

duce technically unimpeachable work without the slightest 

hint of creativity or originality. Although Nathanael sees 

Olimpia as his ideal, open to all impressions he wishes to 

project upon her, Olimpia is really a false ideal who 
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possesses a vampiric quality. She eventually bleeds 

Nathanael's soul dry, although he is a most willing victim. 

He does not place enough emphasis on the danger that Olimpia 

IS to him: although he recognizes that she mirrors him, 

Nathanael does not realize that his beloved is a mirror which 

can only take love and not return it. 

Nathanael seems to have the unfortunate ability, in fact, for 

underestimating dangers and their sources. Although he 

feared the Sandman at first, in spite of society's denial of 

its existence, Nathanael now executes a change of direction 

and commits the more grievous error, as far as the Romantic 

artist is concerned, of seeing the Sandman as purely child

hood fantasy and no present threat. The Sandman exists, 

however, and claims Nathanael's sanity on two occasions: 

firstly, when he rends Olimpia to pieces, and secondly, when 

his presence costs Nathanael his life, as well. In the final 

scene, Clara asks Nathanael, as they stand in the tower of 

the city hall which overlooks the marketplace,if he can see a 

particular oddity: "Sieh doch den sonderbaren kleinen grauen 

Busch, der ordentlich auf uns los zu schreiten scheint', frug 

Clara" (46). "'Oh! do look at that strange little gray bush, 

it looks as if it were actually walking towards us, ' said 

Clara" (213) . After Nathanael fumbles ("mechanisch") for the 

same telescope which helped him fall in love with Olimpia, he 

sees Clara through it and, failing to kill her, jumps from 
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the tower. Coppelius is in the crowd and witnesses 

Nathanael's death: 

Die Menschen liefen auf das wilde Geschrei zusam-
men; unter ihnen ragte riesengroii der Advokat 
Coppelius hervor, der eben in die Stadt gekommen 
und gerades Weges nach dem Markt geschritten war. 
Man wollte herauf, um sich des Rasenden zu bemach-
tigen, da lachte Coppelius sprechend: 'Ha h a — 
wartet nur, der kommt schon herunter von selbst', 
und schaute wie die iibrigen hinauf. Nathanael 
blieb plotzlich wie erstarrt stehen, er biickte sich 
herab, wurde den Coppelius gewahr und mit dem 
gellenden Schrei: 'Ha! Skone Oke—Skone Oke', 
sprang er iiber das Gelander. 

Als Nathanael mit zerschmettertem Kopf auf dem 
Steinpflaster lag, war Coppelius im Gewiihl 
verschwunden. (47) 

The people heard the wild shouting, and a crowd be
gan to gather. In the midst of them towered the 
lawyer Coppelius, like a giant; he had only just 
arrived in the town, and had gone straight to the 
market place. 

Some were for going up to overpower and take 
the madman, but Coppelius laughed and said, "Ha! 
ha! wait a bit; he'll come down of his own accord;" 
and he stood gazing up along with the rest. 

All at once Nathanael stopped as if spell
bound; he bent down over the railing and perceived 
Coppelius. With a piercing scream, "Eh! Fine 
eyes-a, fine eyes-a!" he leaped over the railing. 

When Nathanael lay on the stone pavement with 
a shattered head, Coppelius had disappeared in the 
crush and confusion. (214) 

In addition to his underestimation of Coppelius' danger, 

Nathanael also fails to recognize just how dangerous Clara is 

to him. It is she who feels that everything would be perfect 

if Nathanael would just stop having his nightmares about the 

Sandman, or at least refrain from burdening her with his 

imagination. In other words, if Nathanael were to give up 

his artistic imagination, he would be the perfect companion 

for Clara. And Clara is the person who first noticed the 
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little gray bush from the tower's vantage point. As 

Nathanael attempts to train his telescope's focus on the 

bush, he gazes at Clara instead. This same telescope, which 

showed him Olimpia as a living person, betrays Nathanael a 

second time and shows him Clara as an automaton. Unable to 

kill Clara, Nathanael instead commits suicide. He never 

learns that it is unsafe to trust anyone else's perspective 

but his own. 

Similarly, Chartkov underestimates dangers capable of 

destroying not only his talent and purity as an artist, but 

his life as well. The perils which face the young artist are 

those of popularity and wealth, seen by the narratorial con

sciousness as the root of all evil. Chartkov also fails two 

tests, one proposed by society and the other by his con

science. The narrator points out Chartkov's failures to be 

either true to his art or to his greed by describing 

Chartkov's downfall and providing another artist, the por

trait painter, as an example of one who took the test of 

integrity and passed it. 

Chartkov is a very talented artist, as his art professor 

points out, with a good eye for line and color, but a ten

dency to try to please the average, bourgeois eye rather than 

his own: 

'CMOTpH, 6paT,--roBopHA eMy He pa3 ero npo$eccop,--y 
Te6H ecTB TaAaHT; rpeinno ^y^er, ecAH TU ero nory-
6Hmb. Ho Tu HeTepneAHB. Te6fl 04H0 MTO HH6y;iL 
3aMaHHT, o;iHo MT0-HH6y;ii> Te6e noAio6HTCfl--TLi HM 
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3aHflT, a npo^ee y Te6fl ;ipflHi>, npoqee Te6e HHnoqeM, 
TU y»c H TAflaeTb He nero ne xonemt. CMOTPH, HTO6 H3 
Te6fl ne BLimeA Mo<ziHbft »cHBonHce .̂ y Te6ii H Tenepb 
y}Ke MTo-To naqHHaioT CAHUIKOM 6ofiKo Kpn^aTb KpacKH. 
PHcynoK y Te6fl ne cTpor, a no^inac H BOBce cAa6, AHHHH 
He BHjina; TU y»c roHflemtcfl 3a MO;IHUM ocBenjenteM, 3a 
TeM, -qTo 6i>eT ne nepBue rAasa. . . ' (77) 

'See here, brother,' his professor said to him more 
than once, 'you have talent. It would be shameful 
if you were to waste it, but you have no patience. 
If you happen to be attracted to something, you be
come so engrossed in it that everything else 
becomes meaningless, everything else becomes triv
ial, you won't even look at it. Be careful that 
you do not become a fashionable artist. Even now 
your colors seem to be gaudy and too blatant; your 
drawing is no longer strong, and many times it is 
very weak. The lines disappear, you are already 
endeavoring to imitate fashionable light effects, 
because they impress the eye quickly and 
effectively.' (516) 

The two key words in this warning are "patience" and 

"fashionable." The professor maintains that if Chartkov 

retains his characteristic of wishing to attain instant 

gratification, without "paying his dues," he will "degener

ate" into a fashionable artist—one who paints with gaudy 

colors, no line, and light effects which please the eye of 

the art patron. It is precisely these kinds of paintings, on 

display in the little shop in Shchukin Court, at which 

peasants and soldiers are gawking. It is among these same 

paintings which Chartkov unfortunately finds the portrait of 

the usurer.first, even as it impels him to look at it. Un

like Nathanael's case, in which only the protagonist has an 

eerie premonition, here the entire population is repulsed by 

the painting with such lifelike eyes. It is such a 
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masterpiece, however, that Chartkov feels compelled, against 

his better judgment, to buy it. He purchases the painting 

with his last money and takes it out of the company of its 

less illustrious neighbors. This is his first and possibly 

greatest mistake. Once he has more or less invited Evil into 

his home, Chartkov must suffer the consequences of his 

action. 

After a terrifying dream/vision in which he sees the 

usurer climb out of the portrait and count his ill-gotten 

gains, Chartkov can think of nothing but how good it would be 

to have just one thousand of those gold coins he saw. When 

he finds that the money actually exists, and he has it in his 

hand, Chartkov makes the second mistake against Art: he uses 

the money, which he has not earned, to buy fashionable 

clothes and rent a fashionable studio, where he intends to 

paint. He genuinely attempts to portray his first customer 

as he sees her, but her mother will have none of it. So 

Chartkov begins to paint fashionable art. 

At first Chartkov finds it difficult to betray what he 

knows to be true art, but with practice he gets better and 

better at appealing to the common tastes of his well-to-do 

clientele. Soon he can paint a likeness of anyone in any way 

he wishes to be portrayed. Chartkov's talent leaves him, 

grieved away by its disuse. 

Chartkov's sins are not just against Art, however: he 

also estranges himself from his society after he sees what rie 
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could have been. When Chartkov becomes wealthy and popular, 

the Academy of Arts exclaims over a new talent. This painter 

is one of Chartkov's old classmates who was content to give 

all for his art, and the rewards of his patience and endur

ance are there for all to see: 

HHCToe, nenopo^Hoe, npexpacnoe, KaK HesecTa, CTOHAO 
npe;i HHM npoH3Be;ieHHe xy îoscHHKa. CKpoMHo, 6o^ecT-
BeHHO, HeBHHHO H npOCTO, KaK reHHft, B03H0CHA0CI> OHO 
na^ BceM. Ka3aAocL, He6ecHue fnrypu, HsyMAennue 
CTOALKHMH yCTpeMAeHHUMH Ha HHX B30paMH, CTU^JAHBO 
onucTHAH npeKpacHue pecHHgu. C qyBCTBOM neBOAb-
Horo H3yMAeHHfl co3ep^aAH snaTOKH HosyK), neBH^an-
HyK> KHCTt. Bce TyT, KasaAocB, coe<aHHHAOCB BMecTe: 
H3y^eHi>e Pa$a3Afl, OTpa}KeHHoe B BUCOKOM 6Aaropo^-
cTBe noAo^cennft, H3y^eHHe Koppe<zi)KHfl, ^umaBiiiee B 
OKOHHaTeABHOM COBepUieHCTBe KHCTH. (103) 

Pure, chaste, beautiful as a bride, the painter's 
work stood before him. Modest, divine, innocent 
and artless as genius, it rose above all. It 
seemed that the celestial figures, amazed by so 
many looks fixed on them, shyly lowered their beau
tiful eyelashes. With a sense of unquenchable 
amazament, the connoissieurs contemplated the new, 
unprecedented artwork. Everything here appeared to 
unite them all: the style of Raphael, reflected in 
the lofty nobility; the study of Correggio, seeming 
to breathe in the final perfect strokes of the 
brush.2 

Overcome by regret that he too could have been such an art

ist, Chartkov becomes insane. He disappoints society by 

becoming a recluse, buying paintings of talented artists, 

including old masters, and destroying them. Finally, 

Chartkov dies a bitter and miserable man. 

The narrator contrasts the tragic tale of Chartkov with 

the more desirable ending of the usurer's portrait painter. 
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As his son relates this story, the painter, too, falls to the 

temptation of pleasing society: in this case, the usurer 

wishes to be painted by the artist on commission. The pain

ter agrees but cannot finish the picture because he feels the 

evil that the usurer projects. After this remarkable event, 

the artist changes somehow and becomes grasping and jealous. 

It is not until many years later, after taking holy orders 

and repenting of his sin that the portrait painter is finally 

ready and able to paint the purist of subjects of 

portraiture, that of the Madonna and Child. The artist once 

again becomes true to his emotions and to Art: 

'HacHABHo xoTeA noKopHTB ce6fl H 6e32iymHo, 3arAymHB 
Bce, 6uTL BepHUM npHpo^ae. 3TO ne 6UAO cosjizuhe 
HCKyccTBa, H noTOMy qyBCTBa, KOTopue o6i>eMAK>T Bcex 
npH BSTARAO Ha Hero, cyTL y^e MSTe^nue MyBCTBa, 
TpeBo^Hue MyBCTBa,--He ^yBCTsa xy;io»CHHKa, H6O 
xy;io}KHHK H B TpeBore ^UHIHT noKoeu..." (127) 

'I tried to force myself to be true to nature, and 
I stifled every emotion in me. It was not a work 
of art, and, therefore, the feelings which are 
aroused in everyone who looks at it are feelings of 
revulsion, disturbing feelings, not the feelings of 
an artist, for an artist puts peace in turmoil...' 
(560) 

According to his son, the portrait painter dies in peace. 

The lesson implicit in the two stories could be summarized as 

follows: one cannot serve God (inspiration) and mammon 

(society) at the same time, and if one tries, one will fail 

at both attempts. In other words, both Nathanael and 

Chartkov think that they are capable of succeeding in society 
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while preserving their individuality and artistic sense and 

both are conclusively proven wrong. 
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Notes 

^The narrator notes the couple's devotion for one an
other in the following passage: "Clara und Nathanael faiiten 
eine heftige Zuneigung zueinander, wogegen kein Mensch auf 
Erden etwas einzuwenden hatte; sie waren daher Verlobte, als 
Nathanael den Ort verlielb um seine Studien in G.--
fortzusetzen." (24) 

^My translation. 



CHAPTER IV 

GAPS IN THE NARRATIVE VOICE 

"No tale can be told in its entirety. Indeed, it is 

only through inevitable omissions that a story will gain its 

dynamism."! Some of the world in the fiction must be left 

unexpressed in consideration of the length of the tale. But 

what the authorial consciousness chooses not to say, whether 

for considerations of economy or other reasons, can be just 

as important as what the author feels is essential to the 

storyline. The most important facet of the two tales is the 

suffering of a young, talented artist at the hands of soci

ety; that is, not only is the artist misunderstood, but he 

loses his life as a result of his mistreatment. Such a sen

sitive artist, delineated by an equally sensitive narrator, 

would therefore seem to be aware of the inequality rendered 

to others whom his society does not recognize as equal to it

self. The artist, that is, should be acutely aware that he 

is not the only member of his society who is discriminated 

against and should at the very least sympathize with other 

social outcasts. This is not the case however, in either 

"Portret" or "Der Sandmann": critical information is omitted 

in both tales. Both stories have gaps in the narrative which 

erode the credibility of the values given by the authorial 

consciousness to the reader. For example, a comprehensive 

and multi-faceted description of the role of art within a 

57 
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culture is lacking in "Portret"; the image of woman is 

narrowly limited to a patriarchal stereotype in "Der Sand

mann." In addition, both stories exhibit xenophobia in that 

they perpetuate the idea that the foreigner is somehow 

inferior to the native. 

Not all of the narrative gaps are treated by both autho

rial consciousnesses. For example, the authorial conscious

ness within "Portret" sees material gain for one's art as a 

twofold curse. The first and greater of the two "sins" is 

the power that comes with money. In Gogol's story, wealth 

desensitizes the heart and destroys creativity, while the 

power one accrues makes one proud and cruel.2 The result of 

prosperity, then, is an artist who conforms to the greedy, 

grasping world and who loses the ability to produce "true" 

art. Only a pure, nonconforming artist is capable of pro

ducing "real" art. Gogol's theory of genuine art, according 

to one interpretation, is that "[e]chte Kunst ist nur dann 

moglich, wenn die Seele des Kiinstlers rein ist."^ The pain

ter of the usurer's portrait in "Portret" tells his son that 

an artist should be spiritually fitter than his environment 

because he is to be a shining example of purity to the world: 

KTO 3aKAioMHA B ce6e TaAaHT, TOT HHnje Bcex /lOA^en 
6uTi> AyuioK). 2IpyroMy npocTHTca MHoroe, HO eMy ne 
npocTHTCfl. HeAOBeKy, KOTopuft BumeA H3 zioMy B 
cBeTAofiE npa3;iHHHHofi[ o^e^^ie, CTOHT TOALKO 6UTL 
o6pu3HyTy O^HHM HHTHOM rpH3H H3-no;i KOAeca, H y)Ke 
BecB Hapo^i OBCTynHA ero, H yKa3HBaeT na Hero naAL-
yeM, H TOAKyeT 06 ero nepflmecTBe, Tor;ia Kax TOT xce 
napo/i ne 3aMeqaeT MHO^ecTBa nflTen na ;ipyrHX 
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npoxoiiflujHX, o;ieTux B 6u/iHHMHue o;ie»c;iu. H6o na 
6y;iHHMHux OAoyKAd.x ne 3aMeMaK>TCfl nflTHna. (127) 

He who is talented must be purer than all others. 
Much must be forgiven him. A man who goes forth 
from his house dressed in brilliant holiday gar
ments has only to be spattered with a single spot 
of mud from a wheel and people encircle him and 
point a finger at him and talk of his lack of 
cleanliness, while the same people do not notice 
the very many spots on the ordinary garments of 
other passers-by, for spots on ordinary clothes are 
never seen. (560) 

"True" or "pure" art is produced by artists who have not 

cheapened themselves by adapting to society's whims. 

Betraying one's talent by becoming the pet of society was the 

second "cardinal sin" for Gogol'."^ In the opening scene of 

"Portret," a series of tacky, maudlin portraits and land

scapes were displayed in a rather seedy store in Petersburg. 

Chartkov, the protagonist of this story, was at first a 

"true" artist and was able to discern that the cheap paint

ings in the shop window were a "debasement of true art"— 

merely "fashionable" and quite unoriginal works of art.^ The 

fact that these paintings were for sale at all, let alone to 

poor, lower-class consumers who were supposedly incapable of 

appreciating true artistry, was a sign that they were not 

"real" artworks, because "real" art does not appeal to soci

ety. According to the Romantic frame of mind, it is the 

artist's goal to be a lightning-rod of sorts between inspira

tion and humanity. He acts as a go-between who translates 

the inexpressible into human language or onto a canvas. 

Because of the artist's special gift, he would be 
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misunderstood and unappreciated by all others who could not 

possibly conceive of his greatness during his lifetime. 

Therefore, a truly great artist would appeal only to 

posterity, which could digest art only slowly, and possibly 

to his contemporary colleagues, who would understand his 

vision: 

'HTO Ha HHX rAfl;ieTI>,'--06UKH0BeHH0 rOBOpHA OH,--'Be^L 
fl ne AAR HHX pa6oTaK). He B rocTHnyK) nonecy H MOH 
KapTHHU, HX nocTaBHT B gepKOBB. KTO noftMeT Menn--
no6Aaro4apHT, ne noftMeT--Bce-TaKH HOMOAHTCH 6ory. 
CBeTCKoro ^eAOBeKa neqero BHHHTL, ^TO OH ne CMUCAHT 
)KHBOnHCH; 3 a T 0 OH CMUCAHT B K a p T a X , 3 H a e T TOAK B 

xopomeM BHHe, B Aoma;iHX,--3aHeM snaTt 6oALme 
6apHHy?' (118) 

"What are they looking at?" he usually said. "I am 
not working for them. I don't take my pictures to 
the tavern! He who understands me will thank me. 
The worldly man cannot be held at fault because he 
comprehends nothing of painting; he understands 
cards, and he knows wine and horses--what more need 
a gentleman know?" (553) 

It is no accident that all the artists of merit mentioned in 

"Portret" were long since dead: Raphael, Leonardo da Vinci, 

Titian, and Correggio (117) . They are not, after all, en

gaged in the pursuit of earning money from their art, nor are 

they attempting to appeal to the shallow buyers of their 

artifacts. These artists stood, and stand, on their own 

merit and did not compromise their genius. Gogol's authori

tative narrator sees as logical the progression of Chartkov 

"betraying" his creativity by becoming a conformist, painting 
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what society wants him to paint, and later losing his ability 

to create. 

There is a problem with this view, however. The impli

cation is that there should be nothing but starving artists, 

because whoever paints (or writes) under the auspices and 

goodwill of society will, without exception, betray the 

higher order of art and eventually lose his creative spark. 

In other words, anything that society assigns value to should 

be regarded with deep suspicion by artists. What is ignored 

is that artists themselves are products of the society they 

scorn and that what they consider Art is itself culturally 

bound. The definition of art changes from culture to culture 

and age to age. Also, the present society is. posterity to 

former generations and truly talented artists, from antiquity 

to the present, do appeal to the layman. The fact that 

Lise's mother exclaims over Chartkov's painting and likens it 

to Correggio can be interpreted that she recognizes good art 

and considers Chartkov a brilliant painter," Certainly the 

artist is talented, as his art professor could attest. But 

the idea that one should be misunderstood and should suffer 

inordinately during his lifetime in order to be a "real" 

artist may be nothing more than a myth, produced by the 

Romantic artist's sense of alienation from nineteenth century 

society. 

The theme of suffering is also treated in "Der 

Sandmann," but in this case as a result of prejudice, not as 
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a necessity to keep the soul pure. The authorial conscious

ness of this story presents the highly sensitive, misunder

stood genius of the Romantic artist suffering as a sacrifice 

at the hands of the unfeeling public, which regards that 

which is different as unimportant. The protagonist, 

Nathanael, is a poet and is unsuccessful within every soci

etal framework with which he comes in contact. At first, 

Nathanael attempts to be a lover in the approved fashion. He 

even has a fiancee, Clara, to whom he occasionally writes, 

and all seems happy on the surface. In his first letter to 

his friend Lothar, in fact, Nathanael paints the conventional 

picture of an ardent swain: 

Gewifi seid Ihr all voll Unruhe, dai3 ich so lange--
lange nicht geschrieben. Mutter ziirnt wohl, und 
Clara mag glauben, ich lebe hier in Saus und Braus 
und vergesse mein holdes Engelsbild, so tief mir in 
Herz und Sinn eingepragt, ganz und gar. —Dem ist 
aber nicht so; taglich und stiindlich gedenke ich 
Eurer aller und in siiiien Traumen geht meines holden 
Clarchens freundliche Gestalt voriiber und lachelt 
mich mit ihren hellen Augen so anmutig an, wie sie 
wohl pflegte, wenn ich zu Euch hineintrat. (7) 

I know you are all very uneasy because I have not 
written for such a long, long time. Mother, to be 
sure, is angry, and Clara, I dare say, believes I 
am living here in riot and revelry, and quite for
getting my sweet angel, whose image is so deeply 
engraved upon my heart and mind. But that is not 
so; daily and hourly I think of you all, and my 
lovely Clara's form comes to gladden me in my 
dreams, and smiles upon me with her bright eyes, as 
graciously as she used to do in the days when I 
used to associate daily with you. (183) 

All is not at peace, however; Clara and Nathanael argue al

most constantly about the reality of the Sandman, Nathanael's 

bugbear. Clara's position in the arguments, that Nathanael 
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is only imagining things, summarizes the bourgeouis view that 

everything has a rational and practical solution. Thus, 

Clara cannot qualify as an ideal to Nathanael's creative, 

imaginative soul. Therefore, Nathanael attempts to be a gen

tleman of society. In a coming-out ball, Nathanael meets the 

only "woman" capable of understanding him, the doll Olimpia. 

The debutante ball, a societal convention, is a place 

where people go to see and be seen. Siegmund tells Nathanael 

that half the university has been invited to a ball to be 

given by Professor Spalanzani and that it was the first time 

that anyone (except Nathanael, who has already been gazing at 

Olimpia for hours) would see the professor's daughter. One 

must have an invitation showing that one is of the "right" 

social station, and one must make polite conversation; sub

stantial discussions and true displays of emotion are shunned 

at such a function. Nathanael, however, casts aside soci

ety's ideas of what is correct and acts on his feelings. He 

does indeed have an invitation to Olimpia's coming-out party; 

according to the narrator, Nathanael "found" it (35). But 

Nathanael makes some very pronounced social blunders once he 

arrives at the party. First, at the cadenza of a coloratura 

aria, which Olimpia sings as she accompanies herself on the 

piano, Nathanael is so thrilled by her abilities that he can

not restrain himself and he calls out her name: "er... [konnte] 

sich nicht mehr halten, er muiite vor Schmerz und Entziicken 

laut aufschreien: 'Olimpia!'—Alle sahen sich um nach ihm. 
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manche lachten" (36). "[H]e could not help shouting aloud in 

his mingled pain and delight, 'Olimpia!' All eyes were 

turned upon him; many people laughed" (205). Next, after the 

recital, is the ball proper. Once again, Nathanael defies 

societal convention and instead of circulating among the 

crowd, dances every dance with Olimpia and speaks only to 

her: 

Er wollte jedoch mit keinem andern Frauenzimmer 
mehr tanzen und hatte jeden, der sich Olimpia 
naherte, um sie aufzufordern, nur gleich ermorden 
mogen. Doch nur zweimal geschah dies, zu seinem 
Erstaunen blieb darauf Olimpia bei jedem Tanze 
sitzen und er ermangelte nicht, immer wieder sie 
aufzuziehen. Hatte Nathanael auiier der schonen 
Olimpia noch etwas anders zu sehen vermocht, so 
ware allerlei fataler Zank und Streit unvermeidlich 
gewesen; denn offenbar ging das halbleise, miihsam 
unterdriickte Gelachter, was sich in diesem und 
jenem Winkel unter den jungen Leuten erhob, auf die 
schone Olimpia, die sie mit ganz kuriosen Blicken 
verfolgten. . .Er saii neben Olimpia, ihre Hand in 
der seinigen und sprach hochentflammt und begeis-
tert von seiner Liebe in Worten, die keiner ver-
stand, weder er, noch Olimpia. (36-37) 

Notwithstanding, he would not dance with any other 
lady; and everybody else who approached Olimpia to 
call upon her for a dance, he would have liked to 
kill on the spot. This however, only happened 
twice; to his astonishment Olimpia remained after 
this without a partner, and he did not fail on each 
occasion to take her out again. 

If Nathanael had been able to see anything 
else except the beautiful Olimpia, there would in
evitable have been a good deal of unpleasant 
quarrelling and strife; for it was evident that 
Olimpia was the object of the smothered laughter 
suppressed only with difficulty, which was heard in 
various corners amongst the young people; and they 
followed her with very curious looks. . .He sat 
beside Olimpia, her hand in his own, and declared 
his love enthusiastically and passionately in words 
which neither of them understood, neither he nor 
Olimpia. (206) 
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In fact, the reaction of the others attending the ball 

show that they are not at all charmed by the behavior of 

either Nathanael or Olimpia; his faux pas make him a laugh

ingstock and her utter perfection makes her suspect. 

Nathanael's friend, Siegmund, points out that Olimpia is 

merely a mechanical doll: 

Wunderlich ist es doch, daii viele von uns iiber 
Olimpia ziemlich gleich urteilen. Sie ist uns— 
nimm es nicht iibel, Bruder!—auf seltsame Weise 
Starr und seelenlos erscshienen. Ihr Wuchs ist 
regelmafiig, so wie ihr Gesicht, das ist wahr!—Sie 
konnte fiir schon gelten, wenn ihr Blick nicht so 
ganz ohne Lebensstrahl, ich mochte sagen, ohne 
Sehkraft ware. Ihr Schritt ist sonderbar abge-
messen, jede Bewegung scheint durch den Gang eines 
aufgezogenen Raderwerks bedingt. Ihr Spiel, ihr 
Singen hat den unangenehm richtigen geistlosen Takt 
der singenden Maschine und ebenso ist ihr Tanz. 
Uns ist diese Olimpia ganz unheimlich geworden, wir 
mochten nichts mit ihr zu schaffen haben, es war 
uns als tue sie nur so wie ein lebendiges Wesen und 
doch habe es mit ihr eine eigne Bewandtnis. (38-39) 

'Yet it's very strange that several of us have 
formed pretty much the same opinion about Olimpia. 
We think she is —you won't take it ill, brother?--
that she is singularly statuesque and soulless. 
Her figure is regular, and so are her features, 
that can't be gainsaid; and if her eyes were not so 
utterly devoid of life, I may say, of the power of 
her movements, they all seem as if they were depen
dent upon some wound-up clockwork. Her playing and 
singing have the same disagreeably perfect, but in
sensitive timing of a singing maching, and her 
dancing is the same. We felt quite afraid of this 
Olimpia, and did not like to have anything to do 
with her; she seemed to us to be only acting like a 
living creature, and as if there was some secret at 
the bottom of it all.' (208) 

The fact that Siegmund sees Olimpia, Nathanael's ideal, 

as "uncanny" (unheimlich) and something to avoid, shows that 

his idea of what is worthwhile differs radically from 
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Nathanael's. The two friends have really nothing in common 

as far as taste is concerned, because the very characteris

tics of Olimpia that Siegmund finds peculiar are cherished by 

Nathanael. Therefore he does not heed his friend and pursues 

his ideal until his illusion is almost literally shattered; 

that is, Olimpia is torn apart by Coppola and Spalanzani, as 

a horrified Nathanael looks on. Only then does Nathanael re

alize that he was in pursuit of a false ideal. The shock of 

his error, coupled with his prophetic dream of the destruc

tion of his beloved (Clara, in his version), cause him to go 

insane. Nathanael's sensitive nature has taken too much. 

As sensitive as the narrator, the Romantic artist, is 

supposed to be, he still treats the female characters in "Der 

Sandmann" with the same insensitivity which society shows 

him. There are five female characters in the story: 

Nathanael's mother, his sister, the nursemaid, Clara, and 

Olimpia. The female characters are underdescribed; that is, 

only the absolute essentials in order to further the plot are 

given. They are all complements of the characterization of 

male characters and, as such, need no further description, as 

the narrator sees it. The narrator does not record one word 

of the sister's discourse, and the mother's vocabulary seems 

limited to talk of the Sandman. Olimpia, the mechanized 

doll, is capable of saying only five words ("Gute Nacht, mein 

Lieber" and "Ach!"). The only two female characters quoted 

at length are the nursemaid and Clara. The nursemaid has 
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only one long monologue in which she frightens "Thanelchen" 

with a rather gory legend of the Sandman, who takes away 

children who do not go to bed when they are supposed to. 

Because of this tale, the imaginative Nathanael equates the 

Sandman with the lawyer Coppelius. The nursemaid is never 

mentioned again. 

The female character who has the largest role in "Der 

Sandmann" is Clara, Nathanael's fiancee. Although she is en

gaged to Nathanael and writes him letters, Clara floats in 

and out of Nathanael's thoughts. After he falls in love with 

Olimpia, for example, Nathanael forgets his intended: 

"Nathanael hatte rein vergessen, daB es eine Clara in der 

Welt gebe, die er sonst geliebt. . ." (39). "Nathanael had 

completely forgotten that there was a Clara in the world, 

whom he had once loved. . ." (208) . Even though he is still 

betrothed to Clara, Nathanael asks Professor Spalanzani for 

his daughter's hand. On the day he is to propose to Olimpia, 

Nathanael looks for the ring his mother gave him as a fare

well present and casts a letter from Clara aside in the 

course of his search. At the very end of the tale, when 

Clara forgets Nathanael, who is now dead, it is with scorn 

that the narrative voice treats her: "Es ware daraus zu 

schlieiien, dafi> Clara das ruhige hausliche Gliick noch fand, 

das ihrem heitern lebensdurstigen Sinn zusagte und das ihr 

der im Innern zerrissene Nathanael niemals hatte gewahren 

konnen" (47). "From this it may be comcluded that she [Clara] 
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eventually found that quiet domestic happiness which her 

cheerful, blithesome character required, and which Nathanael, 

with his tempest-tossed soul, could never have been able to 

give her" (214) . in other words, there is a definite double 

standard regarding the roles of men and women in amatory mat

ters. Nathanael is allowed to be unfaithful to his fiancee 

and still claim the implied reader's sympathy simply because 

he suffers. Nathanael is a maladjusted Romantic artist who 

cannot be happy in society. His inability to change is never 

questioned: in fact, his stubborn belief in the Sandman is 

seen positively, as an uncompromising integrity that will 

bend to no societal conventions. Clara, on the other hand, 

is portrayed unsympathetically because she is more flexible"^ 

and can find happiness with someone other than Nathanael. 

The implied reader is not allowed to sympathize with Clara 

because she is bold enough to disagree with Nathanael. She 

calls him a "Geisterseher" and points out that his Sandman is 

entirely childhood fantasy. Nathanael then accuses her of 

having talked about his problem with her brother, Lothar. 

The implication is that a woman is obviously incapable of 

such logic herself: 

. . .In der Tat, man sollte gar nicht glauben, dali 
der Geist, der aus solch hellen holdlachelnden 
Kindesaugen, oft wie ein lieblicher siilier Traum, 
hervorleuchtet, so gar verstandig, so magistermaliig 
distinguieren konne. Sie beruft sich auf Dich. . . 
.Du liesest ihr wohl logische Kollegia, damit sie 
alles fein sichten und sondern lerne. (21) 
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. . .In very truth one can hardly believe that the 
mind which so often sparkles in those bright beau
tifully smiling, childlike eyes of hers like a 
sweet lovely dream could draw such subtle and scho
lastic distinctions. She also mentions your name. 
. . .1 suppose you have been giving her lectures, 
since she sifts and refines everything so acutely. 
(193) 

The authorial consciousness does not at all disagree with 

this judgment of Clara. He seems to find it perfectly normal 

that Clara is incapable of intelligent, coherent, reasonable 

discourse. On the other hand, he also finds its impossible 

for Clara to sympathize with Nathanael's irrationality. 

Clara is, in other words, neither rational nor irrational; 

she is simply female, in the narrator's view. 

In the case of xenophobia, two of the three antagonists, 

Coppola and the moneylender, are foreigners. In his notes on 

the English translation of "Portret," Kent remarks that 

"Gogol knew of an Indian moneylender who catered to the ac

tors in St. Petersburg, and one of the actors described his 

'bronze face' and singular eyes."° The moneylender in the 

tale seems to be Evil personified; he doesn't die completely 

even when he does die because the life in his eyes has been 

transferred to a canvas. He is evil because he has earned 

his money through usury, or interest, which for the narrator 

was a grasping, unholy, and entirely non-Russian occupation. 

Greed, according to the German mentality, is also not a 

German characteristic; the optician Coppola, a Piedmonter, 

demands three ducats from the dreamy and impractical 

Nathanael for a small telescope, then laughs as he leaves. 
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Nathanael thinks it is because he paid too much for the 

perspective which he has just purchased, and he is right: it 

costs him his life, eventually. Coppelius, although he is a 

German, is not considered a good German by Nathanael. The 

lawyer is obsessed with the idea of creating a robot, and 

will stop at nothing to achieve his goal, even if Nathanael's 

father dies as a result. Spalanzani, a man of obvious 

Italian descent, while not an antagonist, is nevertheless an 

accomplice in the "evil" pursuit of building a mechanical 

doll and is directly responsible for Nathanael's insanity 

when he throws Olimpia's bloody eyes at Nathanael. In short, 

Romantics gave foreigners an unsavory reputation even though 

they praised exoticism. This form of prejudice questions the 

idea that Romantic artists, outcasts in society themselves, 

could sympathize with other outsiders. 
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Notes 

Wolfgang Iser, "The Reading Process: a phenomenolog-
ical approach," New Litf^rary Hi.stnry 3: 285, quoted in 
Shlomith Rimmon-Kenan, Narrative Fiction: Contemporarv 
Poetic? (London: Methuen, Inc., 1988) 127. 

^Roj^^n Karst, "The Reality of the Absurd and the Absurd
ity of the Real: Kafka and Gogol," Mosaic 9.1.(1975): 79. 

^Heinrich Klempt, "Nikolaj Gogol: Das Portrait: Ein Bei
trag zur Behandlung des Problemkreises 'Kunst und Leben' auf 
der Oberstufe," Wirkendes Wort 15 (1965): 53. 

^Karst 79. 

^William Woodin Rowe, Through Gogol's Looking Glass: 
Reverse Vision. False Focus, and Precarious Logic (New York: 
New York UP, 1976) 107. 

°0f course, the other most likely interpretation is that 
Lise's mother knows absolutely nothing of art and is merely 
parroting names that have a certain snob appeal; in any case, 
this can still be taken as proof that society can have "good 
taste." 

'Speaking about the role of women in the nineteenth 
century in her article, "Der zartliche Haubenstock und die 
schone Automate: Zur weiblichen Kunstfigur der Romantik" 
(Seminar, 20.4: 246-261), Bernhild Bole says the following: 

Der Anlali fiir die Verwandlung der Frau in die Automate 
ist sozial, und liegt damit zugleich innerhalb und auBerhalb 
der Literatur. . . .[D]ie Frau [war]. . .in dieser Zwitter-
epoche mit giiltiger Norm und ohne eigene Form, den Forder-
ungen des Zeitlichen, Konvention, Etikette, hauslicher Moral, 
hoffnungsloser ausgeliefert. . .als der Mann.(259) 

In other words, women were more bound, culturally, to 
follow convention than their male counterparts. Hence, 
Nathanael could be a nonconformist and receive the sympathy 
of the reader, while Clara could not. 

^Nikolai Gogol', "The Portrait," trans. Constance 
Garnett. The Collected Tales and Plays of Nikolai Gogol, ed. 
Leonard J. Kent, 536. This particular tale was translated 
almost entirely by Leonard Kent; he notes that "Mrs. Garnett 
translated only the earlier version." 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, "Portret" and "Der Sandmann" can be seen as 

two examples of the Kiinst 1 ernovel 1 f̂  which enjoyed consider

able popularity during the first half of the nineteenth 

century. In both these tales, the artist/poet is unable to 

reconcile his sense of artistic integrity and creativity with 

the "cold," rational ideals of his society. The authorial 

consciousness presents society as an unimaginative and 

unfeeling monolith which crushes those it does not under

stand. The hapless artists who attempt to defy the norms of 

their society are broken by it: they suffer, go insane, then 

finally die. The lesson for the implied reader to learn is 

clear: the cruel world has no place for the sensitive artist 

whose only desire is to share his talent. Instead of the 

gratitude which he thinks he deserves, the artist is given 

contempt and is rejected at the hands of society. From these 

tales, the implied reader is supposed to see that, as a mem

ber of society, he, too, is guilty of insensitivity and 

should extend his definition of "useful" to include 

impractical artists. 

However, as no audience is ever composed of implied 

readers, only actual ones, the sentiments which the authorial 

consciousness intended to express are not necessarily the 

only ones which the reader will garner from his or her 
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reading of a text. By using the "Reader Response" theory, it 

becomes quite clear that there are several silences in the 

two narratives. Although the narrative voice in both tales 

demands a greater sensitivity towards artists on the part of 

society, it does not extend a similar tolerance towards 

foreigners. All foreigners are portrayed as "evil," which 

functions in this case as a synonym for "having a different 

system of values than the rest of a given society." The 

foreigners spend most of their time in the acquisition of 

material goods, which the narrative voice does not approve 

of. This sort of activity is labeled "bad" simply because it 

is not a value which the narrator holds in high esteem. The 

narrator does, however, consider some values "good." These 

"good" values are characteristic of artists and are not 

shared by society. Artists maintain that they have a differ

ent system of values from the rest of society. Since having 

a different value system is precisely the argument the nar

rative voice uses to "prove" the inferiority of the for

eigner, the voice does not make clear why the artists' value 

system is not "evil" as well. 

Another narrative gap is the treatment of women in "Der 

Sandmann." The narrative voice begs his audience to be more 

sensitive to the needs and uniqueness of the artist. On the 

other hand, the authorial consciousness refuses to extend the 

same sensitivity to the female figures which he requires for 

the artist. His plea for understanding is undermined by the 
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narrator's inability to treat any woman, let alone the mech

anized doll, as more than a two-dimensional figure. Clara is 

portrayed as a trap to lure Nathanael to his death. After 

she succeeds, she blithely marries a wealthy farmer and com

pletely forgets about her former beloved. The double 

standard and utter lack of sympathy for women characters is 

evident when Nathanael insults Clara, forgets her completely 

when he sees Olimpia, and even attempts to kill his fiancee. 

The implied reader is invited to sympathize with Nathanael 

and not Clara. 

Today's readers have difficulty in agreeing completely 

with the views presented by the narrative voices simply be

cause they frequently do not hold these values in common. 

Because some elements of the ideologies presented in the 

tales can be deconstructed, the other values upheld by the 

authorial consciousness, most notably the value of Romantic 

artists within society, are questionable as well. In other 

words, if various dogmas held by the stories can be perceived 

as incorrect, what is it that prevents the main points of the 

tales from being similarly perceived? Since the side points 

of the tales can be interpreted quite differently and yet 

with validity, then the main thrust can be called into ques

tion as well. The authorial consciousness in the two tales 

considers that the artist is the only one capable of recog

nizing Art. The narrative voice finds the rest of society 

artistically incompetent and therefore insensitive to the 
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plight of misunderstood geniuses. In light of the present 

analysis, the artist's right to judge and pontificate about 

moral issues is perceived as unfounded. 
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